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1. 0 IN'mODUCTION

1.1 Background

Until recently, waste materials were disposed of with only

1 imi ted regard to the envi ronment. Much of the blame for this

was a lack of understanding of the role of waste disposal

pract ices in ground-wa ter con tami na t ion. Ignorance of, or

unwillingness to adhere to, sound hydrologic principles has

resulted in the degradation of the ground-water resources in many

areas. More recently, however, considerable attention has been

given to the various problems related to waste disposal. To

effectively regulate waste disposal the various states have

passed legislation to control the disposal of wastes. These

rules and regulations, al though varying somewhat from state to

state, govern the management and disposal of wastes, requiring

that prospective landfill operators acquire permits for their

landfills and adhere to appropriate standards of design and

operation. Procedures for development and submittal of permit

applications have been established in each state, and review

procedures have been implemented.

A primary component of these application requirements is a

demonstrable understanding of the hydrogeologic regime by the

applicant. These procedures are explicit and often expensive to
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implement using traditional approaches to data gathering. To

facilitate future characterization and final selection of waste

disposal sites, the Oklahoma State University Department of

Geology under the direction of Douglas C. Kent began a two year

study funded by the U. S. Geological Survey under a grant through

the Oklahoma Water Resources Research Institute Program. The

objective was to describe a systematic approach using

geophysical and modeling applications to characterize potential

and existing landfill sites. Such a systematic approach may be

visualized in the form of a flow chart as is shown in Figure 1

This chart constitutes an expert conceptual system by which a.

potential landfill site may be characterized and included in a

permit application to a state or federal agency. This approach is

designed to be utilized by both regulatory agencies and the

private sector. Specific methods are cited in the extensive

bibliogrpahy included in this document.

Ground-water availability and quality must be assessed in an area

targeted for a waste disposal facility. In addition, an

assessment of the impact of these activities upon local ground

wa ter resources is requi red. Trad i t i onal methods for thi s

characterization include the collection of borehole cuttings and

cores, local well inventories, measurement and analysis of local

outcrops and an analysis of pUblished information regarding the

site and/or immediate area. The production of borehole cuttings

and cores in sufficient quantities and qualities to be

characteristic of the site is especially expensive. As many as

fifty borings may be required to acquire data adequate to
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FIGURE 1

SYSTEMATIC APPROACH TO LANDFILL SITE CHARACTERIZATION
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characterize even a ten acre sit e • A primary reason for this

large number of borings and the resulting high cost of this

analysis i s the trade-off between the very high cost of core

extraction and the subjectivity of the interpretation of

cuttings. Other techniques, not formerly used for evaluation of

ground-water resources, are now available and cost effective when

used and interpreted properly. These methods include surface and

borehole geophysical techniques and ground-water modeling. When

used properly and in conjunction with traditional techniques, the

total cost of evaluation may be sUbstantially reduced without a

loss of accuracy. Indeed, the degree of accuracy should

sUbstantially increase by the application of these methods.

1.2 Objectives

The primary concern of this study is to produce a document that

could be utilized by state government agencies and private firms

alike to more effectively characterize potential solid waste

disposal sites. At present, the techniques utilized for this

characterization are both time consuming and expensive. The

result is that either excessive costs are incurred or inadequate

characterizations are produced. The later is especially

undesi rable in that the waste faci 1i ty, if permi tted, runs the

risk of contaminating ground-water.

A systematic method does exist, as will be demonstrated in this

report, that can be used to implement site characterization

analyses for landfill siting. This method consists of following

a step-wise path that will lead the applicant through the
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necessary data accumulation and interpretations and result in the

generation of a final permit application. This step-by-step

approach includes the identification of major cultural and

hydrogeologic parameters, selection of a landfill site region,

the identification and characterization of a specific site, the

prediction of solute transport using simple analytical models,

the facility design and finally the generation of the permit

application. Each of these components is identified in Figure 1

along with supporting concerns that must be addressed.

The flow chart as presented here is composed of basic data

gathering and interpretation techniques that should be familiar

to the ground water scientist. These techniques are well

documented but often are not incorporated into general landfi 11

site selection processes. Very little has been published

regarding landfill site selection. The major exception to this

is Johnson and Luza (1978). They analyzed rock units and outcrop

belts throughout the state of Oklahoma that might be used

effectively as host rocks for disposal of industrial wastes.

Their intent was to produce a document and associated graphics

that could be utilized by industry and government to screen

large regions of the State and identify those areas that appear

most favorable, geologically, for disposal of hazardous wastes.

Even with the availability of their document, the geophysical

properties of formations exposed in Oklahoma have gone virtually

unstudied, particularly in areas where the formations are near

the surface.
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There is a moderate amount of literature on the use of

geophysical surface and borehole methods and modeling to study

ground-water problems. The majority of these publications are

concerned wi th exploration for usable groundwater or wi th

detection and/or evaluation of existing contamination; however,

a large amount of the information that these pUblications

contain may be applied to site selection. Four bodies of

literature are discussed here: general landfill site selection

processes, borehole geophysics, surface geophysics and modeling.

The literature devoted to landfill site selection has focused

largely on hazardous wastes and their appropriate disposals.

This obviously both Federal and State legislations oriented to

the clean up and safe disposal of toxic substances.

This literature may largely be viewed as either process oriented

or specific methods oriented. Several authors have attempted to

design analytical processes by which appropriate landfill sites

could be ultimately identified (Reed and Henningson, 1982;

Landon, 1983; Knowles, Lee and Adamowski, 1982). There is a

great deal of similarity among these processes, with only details

of the number of steps involved in the process varying

significantly. Reed and Henningson (1982), for example, proposed

a series of overlays, each mapping a specific parameter. Once

all overlays were in place, appropriate regions that might be

studied in detai 1 would appear. Landon (1983) and Knowles, Lee

and Adamowski (1982) proposed mUlti-phased approaches to identify
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appropriate sites. Each began with a broad, regional analysis

and concluded with specific site characterizations entailing

in-depth physical, cultural and economic analyses.

Several authors have focused on the specific methods to be used

in landfill site characterizations. This literature is broad in

scope, and much of it will be discussed in later portions of this

review. Specific methods encountered in the literature include;

the use of aer ial photographs in managing hazardous waste

facilities (Lyon, 1982); use of geophysics as a method to reduce

both time and cost of site characterization (Glaccum, Benson and

Noel,1982); and, overview of hydrogeologic considerations in

hazardous waste site selection (Farmer, Bryson and Evans, 1982).

These methods are all appropriate for data collection and all

have s~ecific merits that make them attractive tools in site

selection.

1. 2. 2

The li terature devoted to borehole geophysics is large but not

very diverse. The majority of this literature discusses either

the use of specific borehole tools at specific locations or the

use of borehole geophysical tools in general.

Some of this body of literature has been devoted specifically to

ground-water hydrology. Several authors have focused on ground

water applications almost entirely (Dobecki and Romig, 1985;

Guyod, 1972; Dyck, et. al., 1972; Keys, 1968; Keys and SUllivan,

1979; MacC8ry, 1983; Wheatcraft, et. al.). Keys (1968) and Keys
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and Sull ivan (1979) focus on nuclear borehole logging. Baldwin

and Miller (1979) are even more specific, concerned solely with

gamma ray logs to delineate stratigraphy in glacial outwash.

Likewise, some authors are concerned with identifying appropriate

borehole tools for specific problems. For example, Kwader

(1984a) was concerned only with porosity identification and in a

second article that same year (1984b) with water quality

determi na ti ons •

Several authors have realized that most often a single borehole

technique is inadequate for either the resolution of a particular

problem or for the full characterization of a particular site.

Harris and McCammon (1971) discussed synergistic uses of several

logs to determine porosity and lithology. They used a

combin&tion of neutron, density and acoustic logs and a computer

based processing system. Reed (1985), on the other hand,

compared natural gamma logs and surface resistivi ty surveys in

glacial drift and alluvium, conclUding that resistivity values

decreased as gamma counts increased. Others utilizing multiple

logs to solve specific problems included: DeLuca and Buckley's

(1985) investigation of fractures in metamorphic rocks and the

identification of water bearing fractures by means of caliper,

resistivity and spontaneous potentials; and Mickam, Levy and

Lee's (1984) use of natural gamma and caliper logs in karst

terrain to identify solution cavities and aquitard formations.
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1. 2.3

The use of surface resistivity measurements to detect fractures

has been studied by several authors. Taylor (1984), using Wenner

array apparent resistivity measurements to detect joints in

dolomite concealed by glacial overburden, measured joint strike

and the resulting porosity of the dolomite. Leonard-Mayer (1984)

found that the same method worked in both carbonates and clastic

rock.

The use of surface resistivity to delineate stratigraphy, locate

bedrock, and find fractures is common. A report by Tucci (1984)

is typical in finding that low resistivity corresponded with

fine-grained deposits; this by itself is not particularly

meaningful, but must be correlated with borehole information and

other g-eologic data to be significant. Water table levels were

also found by the survey, appearing as a decrease in resistivity

values. Ogden and Eddy (1984), working in northwest Arkansas,

used tri-potential surface resistivity surveys to distinguish

water-filled fractures from air-filled fractures. caves could

also be found in this manner, but have been found to be a more

complicated matter.

Surface D.C. resistivity surveys were also used by Stewart and

others (1985) to del ineate strat igraphic zones in a sequence of

siliceous and carbonate sediments. They found that aqUifer

permeability was directly related to resistivity. The most

permeable layer, three to fifteen meters below the surface, was

capable of being delineated by thi s method. Pennington (1985)

also investigated surface resistivity techniques. His objective
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was to locate contamination, but his conclusions are applicable

to site selection assessment as are Benson's (1983) analyses of

geophysical techniques to identify buried wastes and waste

migration. Pennington found the SChlumberger array to be much

superior to the Wenner array in sensitivity, resistance to

interference, and field time required. The results are more

complicated to interpret with the Schlumberger array, both felt

the benefits outweigh the problems of complexity.

Wrege and others (1985) found that fissures as small as one inch

in width in alluvium could be detected by seismic methods that

used horizontal shear waves. A hammer and an embedded steel rod

were used as the energy source, and geophone terminals connected

to a 12-channel signal-enhancement engineering seismograph picked

up and recorded the signals. Resul ts were processed on a desk

top computer and excellent resul ts were obtained in detect ing

both exposed and concealed fissures. Levine and others (1984)

used 3-dimensional vertical seismic profiling to locate fractures

in crystalline rock. Seismic crosshole techniques were used, and

indicated fracture continuity between two boreholes. The seismic

veloci ty of the rock and the borehole dimens ions were used to

determine the hydraulic conductivity.

1. 2.4

The prediction of ground-water movements and especially

contaminant plumes within ground-waters is a highly complex

undertaking. The simultaneous presence of numerous interactive
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mechanisms (physical, chemical and biological) make it very

difficult to obtain a clear picture of the dynamics of the

hydrogeologic environment. Models have been extensively used to

predict these dynamic situations for both contaminated and

uncontaminated ground-water movements.

A wide range of models is available for use by today's

h yd r 0 g e 0 log i s 1. Th e s e mo del sinc Iud e des c rip t i ve, ph Ysic a I ,

analog and mathematical. Mathematical models appear to be the

most useful for si te characterization purposes. These models,

however, are complex and demand greater expertise in computer

modeling and require greater cost outlay for equipment in order

to be of use.

Many mathematical models are presently available. The differences

between these models are mostly in the number of simplifications

made during derivation of the governing equations and their

method of solution. Once the governing equations and the initial

and boundary conditions are defined, solutions for the

concentration can be generated by fairly straightforward, but

tedious, mathematical manipUlations. There are two methods by

which this may be accomplished: analytical and numerical.

In order to obtain an analytical solution of the transport

equation, it is generally necessary to assume a constant fluid

veloci ty, a constant dispersion coefficient, constant physical

parameters and a simplified geometry for the simulated system.

Explicit mathematical expressions for the concentration can be

used in the analytical model. More advanced implicit mathematic
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expressions are used in the numeric model. Analytical solutions

are easily applied and are very cost effective when compared to

many of the numerical models available. The disadvantage,

however, is the need to make various simplifying assumptions. In

spite of this restriction, it appears that the available two-and

three-dimensional analytic solutions (Wilson and Miller, 1978;

Kent, Pettyjohn, and Prickett 1985) could be applied to many

hydrogeologic situations, especially those that are well-defined

hydrogeologically.

Many field problems lend themselves more readi ly to the use of

numerical than to analytical models. This is especially the case

when the problem involves complex physical and chemical

characteristics which are distributed spatially through time.

When numerical techniques are used, the partial differential

equations are generally reduced to a set of approximating

algebraic equations, which subsequently are solved using methods

of linear algebra. The most commonly used numerical methods are

finite differences and finite elements. When the finite

difference techniques are used, the partial derivatives in the

governing equat ions are approximated by appropr i ate fin i te

difference equations. When the finite elements methods are used

the dependent variables (such as pressure head and concentration)

are approximated by a finite series of basic (or shape) functions

and associated time-dependent coefficients. Each of these methods

have been applied successfully to ground-water problems.

Although variations and improvements have been made, the two

primary examples of these models are Trescott, and others (1976)
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and Konikow and Bredehoeft (1978). Trescott developed a finite

difference model that simulates ground water flow in 2

dimensions. Konikow and Bredehoeft developed a finite difference

model capable of predicting the migration of solute transport in

2-dimensions. Most other finite difference numerical models are

variations of these two forms.

1.3 Objectives and Report Structure

Since this report is designed to be utilized by both State

government agency staff and private firms for evaluation of

hydrogeologic situations, typical settings are presented to

amp 1 i f y the res u 1 t s • There po rtf 0 c use son the s ys t e ma ti c

approach defined in the flow chart presented in Figure 1. Methods

are briefly described but the reader is directed to the

bi bli ography and encouraged to refer to these references when

applying the method of aproach used here. The delineation of

hydrogeologic type areas and the processes involved in adequately

identifying and characterizing a site for landfill development

are developed following this format. Hydrogeologic type areas

are used as examples in delineating the process of site

identification and characterizations. Numerous examples are

given of typical characterization responses that a prospective

applicant might encounter. Data generated for the State of

Oklahoma will be used for these examples.
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2.0 APPLICATION OF THE SYSTEMATIC APPBOAaI TO LANDFILL
SITE IDENTIFICATION AND aIARACTERIZATION

2.1 Introduction

Each state has now enacted regulations that are designed to guide

the prospective landfill applicant. These regulations may be

obtained by contacting the regulating agency in the state within

which the proposed landfill will be located. The St a te 0 f

Oklahoma for example has developed an extensive set of guidelines

designed to aid the prospective applicant and assure that all

environmental concerns are addressed. Guidelines for items to be

included in the engineering plans and specifications for a Type

II through Type VII solid waste disposal site are included as

Appendix A of this document. Also included is a printout of a.
computer assisted program developed by the authors of this

document to assist in the preparation of solid waste disposal

applications. Following this outline will assure that all

necessary site characterization components are included in the

landfill application.

A primary reference for the process of landfill site selection is

Surface Disposal of Controlled Industrial Wastes in Oklahoma

(Johnson and Luza, 1978). The Johnson and Luza study is designed

to be used in conjunction with the regional geologic

reconnaissance studies that were begun in 1977 by the Oklahoma

Geological Survey, in cooperation with the Oklahoma Department of

Economic and Conmunity Affairs. Johnson and Luza classified the

geologic formations in Oklahoma into three categories, or zones,
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based on their interpreted suitabilities to the disposal of

controlled industrial wastes. This approach to site selection,

as acknowledged by Johnson and Luza, will not replace the

necessity of in-depth analysis to evaluate the suitability of a

particular site. The purpose of the Johnson Luza study is,

rather, to provide a greater understanding of the geologic

variations in the State of Oklahoma and the relationship of

geology to the general siting of controlled industrial waste

landfills.

A second program that is related to the process of landfill site

selection is the EPA standardized system for evaluating

groundwater pollution potential using hydrogeologic settings.

This program is termed DRASTIC. This system helps the user

evaluat'e the relative ground-water pollution potential of any

hydrogeologic setting and may be employed nationwide. This

scheme is a relative ranking using a combination of weights and

ratings to produce a numerical value, called DRASTIC INDEX, which

helps prioritize areas with respect to ground-water contamination

vulnerability. This system is based entirely on available data.

Again, this system is only a beginning for the prospective

landfill permit applicant. More detailed analysis of any

particular site must be performed prior to the submission of an

application for a landfill.

Thererna i nd e r 0 f t his sec ti 0 n i s de v0 ted t 0 dis c us sing the

specific processes involved in landfill site selection. The

final component of this site selection process is the generation

of a state landfill permit application. Each step is discussed

14



in detail and where possible examples of data generation

techniques are included. The process of landfill site selection

is quite involved, but each step should be familiar to those who

have already been involved in similar site selections. Figure 1,

depicts the major categories and data generation requirements

necessary for successful permi t application submission. This

flow diagram will be used as a basic outline for the following

discussion.

2.2 Identification of Major Cultural and Hydrogeologic
Parameters

The ini}ial steps at landfill siting involve the determination of

regional sui tabi I i ties. The State of Oklahoma, I ike most other

states, is highly variable in terms of geologic, hydraulic,

demographic and other cultural features. Many of these features

are very important to the landfill site decision making process.

Specific guidelines have been established by which the

prospective applicant must present to the Oklahoma State

Department of Health general information, technical information

and the proposed site plan for the landfill (Oklahoma State

Health Department, 1987).

2.2.1.1

In 1983 the Oklahoma State Department of Health (1983) published

maps of principle bedrock, alluvial and terrace aquifers along
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with their recharge areas for the State of Oklahoma. These maps

were compiled mainly from a series of hydrologic atlases prepared

cooperatively by the Oklahoma Geological Survey (Marcher, 1969;

Marcher and Bingham, 1971; Hart, 1974; Bingham and Moore, 1975;

carr and Bergman, 1976; Havens, 1977; Bingham and Bergman, 1980;

Morton, 1980; Marcher and Bergman,1983) and the U. S. Geological

Survey (Wood and Hart, 1967; Sapik and Goemaat, 1973; Morton and

Goemaat, 1973). The boundaries of the aquifers include the areas

shown as being favorable or moderately favorable for development

of ground-water resources on the hydrologic atlases.

The major aquifers as delineated by the Oklahoma State

Department of Health are widely distributed across the State.

They range in lithology from sands of recent age to limestones

and conglomerates. There even exist predominantly shale and

evaporitic deposits that constitute principle aquifers.

Recharge areas for the principle aquifers are also delimited on

the Health Department's maps, based upon the surface geology of

Oklahoma and the relationship of outcropping rocks to ground

water aquifers. Recharge areas include outcrops of the aquifers

and outcrops of overlying porous and permeable rocks that are

hydraulically connected with the aquifers. In addition, a four

mile safety zone is incorporated beyond the known limits of an

aquifer. Recharge areas, where distinct from the aquifers, are as

important as the aquifers themselves since water that moves

through the recharge areas reaches the aqui fers. These recharge

areas, then, must be characterized along with the actual

aquifers.
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Since all areas of the State are underlain by geologic formations

containing some ground-water in some quantity and/or form, those

areas not designated by the Oklahoma State Department of Health

(1983) as principal ground-water resources are here delimited as

minor ground-water resources. As in the case of the principal

ground-water resources, all geologic types are well represented

i nth i sea t ego r y • Th ere ex i s t, as will be s h own 1ate r ,

sandstone, shale, carbonate and interbedded lithologies as well

as evaporites and igneous formations that are described as minor

ground-water resources.

Al though the care to be taken wi th minor ground-water resource

areas may not be as stringent as for the principal areas

discussed earlier, it is still vitally important to the welfare

of the State and its citizens that these resources be protected.

It is necessary, then, not only to describe these resource areas

in a like manner to the principal aquifers, but that the

hydrogeologist actively engaged with solid waste disposal

facilities be aware of techniques that will ensure an accurate

and complete characterization of these areas. For these reasons

only cursory separation of the principal and minor ground-water

resources are made here. It is assumed that the ground-water

resources of the State of Oklahoma are important regardless of

the quantity of water available for use. Delineation, where

necessary, may be made for individual site analyses by the

hydrogeologist and the Health Department for application

purposes.
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2.2.1.2

Using data generated by the Oklahoma Geological Survey and U.S.

Geological Survey four major categories of hydrogeologic

parameters for known geologic formations in Oklahoma were

ide n ti fie dandincor po rat edin t 0 a ma t r i x for e a s y ace e s s

(Appendix B). These parameters include predominant lithology of

the formation involved, formation bed thickness, predominant

grain sizes in the case of sandstones and whether the formation

has been included into the Oklahoma State Health Departments

principal ground-water resource category. These parameters are

used in this document to represent permeability and associated

characteristics of the formations under analysis.

Each of the groupings discussed above is further subdivided into

a number of descriptive units to more definitively identify each

formation. The predominant lithology of a formation (denoted by P

in the matrix) may be defined as carbonate, sandstone, shale,

interbedded carbonate-sands tone-shale , igneous, evaporites or

conglomerate. Bed thicknesses are denoted as thin (less than 50

feet thick), thick (greater than 100 feet) or medium (between 50

and 100 feet in thickness) with the correct response marked with

an X on the matrix. The hydrologic atlas' delineation of fine,

medium or coarse grained sandstones is here used for lack of

other data sources and is likewise marked with an X on the

matrix. The delineation of principal or minor ground-water

resources are as discussed earlier with the principal ground

water resources denoted by PM on the matrix.
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A total of one-hundred and eighty different formations or

groupings of formations are included in the matrix. Oklahoma and

U.S. Geological Survey data were analyzed to determine the

hydrogeologic characteristics of each formation for those

parameters discussed above. In the cases where several or all

possible categories for a parameter are denoted, the avai lable

data for several portions of the State do not agree due to

changes in the hydrogeologic environments across the State.

Where this has occurred each is included within the matrix and no

attempt is made to discern the spatial variations further.

Johnson and Luza (1978) classified the various geologic

formations of Oklahoma into three zones for the purpose of

analyzing sites for surface disposal of controlled industrial

wastes. These three zones were delimited by the formations'

per me a b i 1 i t y and ass 0 cia ted f a v0 r a b i 1 i t Y for dis po sal 0 f

contaminants. Generally, their results were that those

formations that were predominantly shales or clays were most

favorable (Zone 1) for disposal sites due to their very low

permeabilities. Likewise, formations predominantly of sandstones

or other highly permeable lithologies were deemed least favorable

(Zone 3). Zone 2 consti tutes a less favorable category than

Zone 1.

Based on the results of the hydrogeologic parameter matrix

presented above, four hydrogeologic type areas are identified

within Oklahoma (see Appendix B). Again, these parameters are
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indicative of permeability and associated variables and should be

considered as appropriate inclusions into solid waste disposal

site·characterizations. Each of the four groups will respond

differently to geophysical investigations. It is, then,

important that the investigator be aware of the specific type

associations with which he is dealing and the responses that

would be expected.

The four hydrogeologic type areas are most easily recognized on

the basis of predominant lithologies present. However, each of

the other parameters discussed above is equally important. The

four type areas are; semiconsolidated to unconsolidated clastic

formations, interbedded sandstone-shale-limestone formations,

shale and clay formations and carbonate formations. Due to their

often high permeabilities the evaporitic, conglomerate and

igneous formations are included in the semiconsolidated to

unconsolidated clastic type areas. The igneous formations are

included because of their association with fracture flow of

ground-waters.

It should be pointed out that the formations described in both

the matrix and the four hydrogeologic type areas are not

homogenous throughout the State. Each will vary spatially,

sometimes significantly. For this reason, an attempt was made to

utilize the most common characterization of each formation

especially within the hydrogeologic type area designations. In

other areas of the State the reader may expect to see somewhat

different characteristics for a particular formation.
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2.2.1.4

A major objective of this document is the identification of

specific responses to surface and borehole geophysical

techniques. In order to accomplish this task within an area with

a wide ranging lithology, as Oklahoma surely does, specific

study sites within the major hydrogeologic type areas are

necessary. A minimum of four major study sites, one within each

type area, were chosen to gather geophysical responses for

specific lithologies. In addition, numerous other sites are

included where necessary to represent major variations within a

particular type area.

The four study sites, along with typical data responses, are used

as the basis for modeling each of the type areas. This will be

further discussed later in this document.

2.2.2

Two cultural features that must be quickly addressed are the

location of existing landfills and the distribution of existing

populations. Figure 2 depicts the location of existing solid

waste landfills within the State of Oklahoma, as of 1986. Figure

3 shows the distribution of population within the State. This

figure presents the areas of population density greater than ten

per square mile. As would be expected, the areas with a higher

populat ion densi ty are the areas wi th the larger number of

existing landfi 11s. A linear zone from the northeast part of

Oklahoma to the southwest part of the State is easi ly seen on

21
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both of these figures. It would be prudent, where feasible, for

the potential future landfill permit applicant to seek sites

remote from this high density zone, although it is likely that

within this zone suitable locations may still be found.

Also on a regional basis, the potential applicant should be aware

of the variability of major aquifer systems that exist within the

State. It is not likely that the governing State agencies would

allow a major landfill to be constructed in areas that are

underlain by a major aquifer or recharge zone to a major aquifer

system. Figure 4 represents the distribution of major aquifer

systems within the State and the general geologic relationships

of these systems. It should be pointed out that the alluvial

systems are shown on Figure 5, Surface Geology of Major and Minor

Aquifers. This presentation of the major aquifers is intended

to clarffy the geologic relationships involved.

Areas remote from the major aquifers are not without ground-water

resources. Often these areas are characterized as having ground

water in low quantities or of poor quality. Generally speaking,

ground-water exists everywhere within the State of Oklahoma,

although it is not always economically available.

Figures 4 and 5 are deri ved primari ly from the Hydrologic Atlas

series of the Oklahoma Geological Survey. These atlases were

prepared in cooperation with the United States Geological Survey.

Nine atlases were prepared for the State exclusive of the

panhandle. One atlas was prepared for each of the three

counties in the panhandle of the State. A total of twelve
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atlases have been prepared (see Figure 6). These atlases are

readily available from the Oklahoma Geological Survey. Each

atlas contains valuable information for the prospective landfill

permit applicant including: geology of the quadrangle, surface

water characteristics, precipitation, water quality, and

availability of ground-water resources.

2.3 Selection of Landfill Site Region

Based on a review of the above regional data bases it should be

possible for the prospective permit applicant to select a

specific region or area of the State to be further analyzed for

potential landfill siting. Likewise, it is equally possible for

a landowner to quickly evaluate his holdings and determine a

general' suitability for landfill siting. Based on this general

evaluation, the prospective permit applicant may now determine

whether a more detai led si te characterization is warranted. If

the applicant feels that such actions are justified, the next

step is the identification and characterization of a specific

site or series of sites.

2.4 DRASTIC

The National Water Well Association under the sponsorship of the

EPA's Robert S. Kerr Environmental Research Laboratory has

developed a methodology known as DRASTIC that will allow the

pollution potential of any hydrogeologic setting to be

systematically evaluated anywhere in the Uni ted States (Aller,

et.al.,1987). This methodology should be applied as an early
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analysis of any region within which a waste facility might be

proposed. The system has been designed to produce a numerical

rating, which may be used to evaluate the relative suitability

of any region for a waste disposal facility. For demonstration

purposes page 223 of the DRASTIC manual is included in Appendix

C. This example depicts the Ogallala aquifer and its resulting

Drastic Index.

2.5 Identification and Characterization of Specific Site

Once a prospective applicant determines that a particular site is

appropriate for detailed analysis a series of data generation

steps are required. Often a significant amount of geologic and

ground-water related data is available from a number of State

and Federal agencies. The Oklahoma Water Resources Board, for

example, maintains data banks such as Storet, Watstore, well

driller's logs and flood prone maps. The United States

Geological Survey (USGS) and the Oklahoma Geological Survey (OGS)

are repositories of geologic reports, surface water, and ground

water information banks such as Storet and Watstor. Numerous

geological log libraries are available for use by the

prospective applicant. Appendix D presents a more complete

listing of data sources. The prospective applicant is encouraged

to take advantage of these data sources. Both time and cost will

be saved through their utilization.

24



2.5.2

The state geological surveys are also a source for topographic

maps; which are of paramount importance. These maps should be

used in virtually every stage of the data gathering and reduction

process.

2 • 5 .3

Numerous analyses must be accomplished at the site of the

proposed landfill. These analyses provide the prospective permit

applicant with data that will be reduced and used in the actual

permit application. It is important that this data collection be

undertaken with care and that all aspects of scientific

methodologies be followed. A mistake at this stage may mean the

difference between permit issuance or rejection. Site field

analyses will comprise many operations. Initial activities to be

carried out at least in part by the geologist/hydrogeologist,

include an outcrop analysis of the site and surrounding area and

a well survey of the vicinity.

The outcrop analysis, should be undertaken after the geologist

has become thoroughly familiar with all existing literature

concerning the site and region. This stage, outcrop analysis,

involves the location and field logging of all available outcrops

in the vicinity. These should be recorded on outcrop logging

forms wi th all requi red information recorded. At a later time

these logs will be utilized in conjunction with additional logs

taken at the time of borehole logging to determine site geologic
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characteristics. The position of any streams or other water

courses should be noted and the water levels determined.

The vicinity well survey should include all identifiable wells

within a minimum one mile radius of the outer edge of the

proposed landfill site. This survey should incorporate abandoned

and operating wells, drilled and hand dug wells and visible

surface water sources that are recognizable. Of partiCUlar

importance is the location of any surface seeps or springs.

These constitute surface exposures of the uppermost aquifer.

This will necessitate a door to door canvassing of the affected

area and the questioning of the local population regarding both

wells and surface water resources. Remember to inquire about

abandoned wells, which are often forgotten by the residents

until mentioned by the well survey crew.

Although it is not always critical, it is nevertheless good

policy to have both pH and conductivity meters available for

quick water quality sampling purposes. This information will

provide a handy reference in ground-water interpretations and may

prove useful in providing arguments regarding potential water

deterioration if this point is later contended. It is also good

policy to obtain a water sample from each inventoried well, where

possible. It is important to follow all correct sampling

methods for obtaining water samples to assure that cross

contamination or accidental contamination of the samples does not

occur. It is also important to transport these samples to a

reputable laboratory for analysis as soon as is possible.
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2.5.4

In addition to the above noted field activities, three types of

analysis are available to produce necessary data for permit

generation. Of these three analyses only one is required in the

State of Oklahoma for permit application. All proposed landfill

sites must be investigated with a borehole drilling program to

characterize the geology and ground-water resources at the site.

An initial decision, then, is the location of these required

boreholes. A common approach is to simply distribute these

boreholes somewhat evenly across the proposed site. Thi s,

however, is not the most cost-effective or optimum data gathering

approach. The use of preliminary surface geophysics will both

save money and increase the quality of data generated.

Several methods of surface geophysics are available for field

analysis. The most commonly employed methods are Direct Current

(D.C.) resistivity, electro-magnetic (EM) conductivity and

seismic refraction Each of these tools are designed and utilized

differently and each will provide somewhat different information

regarding the hydrogeologic environments. Accurate

interpretations are of vital importance and should not be

undertaken without adequate background. In a sUbsequent section

interpretations of surface geophysics will be discussed in

conjunction with borehole geophysics and drill sample logging.

The use of surface geophysics can significantly reduce the cost

of site characterization by minimizing the number of drill holes

needed to interpret various aspects of a specific site. Such
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information as the expected locations of specific lithologies and

the I 0 cat ion 0 f the sat urat e d sur fa cerna y be 0 b t a i ned wit h

practice and a background in hydrogeology.

2. 5.5

Once the initial surface geophysical analysis has been completed

the hydrogeologist will then be able to advance boreholes in

si tes chosen to provide optimum information. Fewer boreholes

will then be necessary to gain the required data. As the

boreholes are advanced, the hydrogeologist should be present to

sample log each hole. A field book should be maintained to'

record not only the sample interpretations but other information

that might be utilized at a later date for permit generation.

Such information as date, time drilling began and ceased,

difficulties in the drilling operation, weather conditions,

methods of drilling and the type of drilling rig utilized and

completion and development information if the boreholes are cased

as piezometers. The hydrogeologist must ~e able to identify all

li thologies and hydrologic condi tions penetrated and be able to

chose with confidence the correct zones to be screened and

developed as piezometers.

During the dri lling operation the hydrogeologist should collect

samples of the materials penetrated for laboratory analysis.

This analysis should include the basic engineering properties of

the materials, such as Atterberg limits, proctor density, and

soils classification. These analyses should be performed by a

rep uta bleengin e e r i ng I abo rat 0 r y • Th e s pee i fie a n a I y tic a I
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techniques are to be documented and included in the permit

application.

Upon reaching the desired depths of each hole, borehole

geophysics can be utilized to again increase the amount and

precision of data from the site. Borehole geophysics

interpretations will allow the hydrogeologist to correct his

sample logs and extend the data base with confidence. There

exist a wide variety of borehole geophysical logs but only a few

are commonly utilized for ground-water and shallow geologic

purposes. These are identified under two categories; nuclear

and electrical. The nuclear logging techniques commonly employed

include natural gamma, gamma-gamma (density) and neutron. Often

these three are employed as a composite to facilitate

interpretation, as such, the logs are mechanically corrected.

The electrical logs constitute a broader grouping. They commonly

include several resistivity logs, spontaneous potential and

caliper. Typical geophysical log responses for particular

lithologic and fluid situations are shown in Figure 7.

The State of Oklahoma requires that static water levels be

determined in enough boreholes that an accurate potentiometric

map may be produced. This will entail the completion and

development of boreholes across the proposed site. This is

necessary in most instances due to the rather s low recovery of

water levels especially in shale sequences, the primary

lithology targeted for landfill construction. Appropriate and

approved techniques for completion and development must be
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followed and these techniques must be discussed and otherwise

documented in the permit application. Once well development has

been accomplished, a scheduled water level measurement program

should be instituted. Generally it is desirable to measure water

levels at least semi-weekly through a rainy and dry season prior

to permit application submission. It is important for the

landfi 11 engineering and archi tectural team to be aware of the

maximum and minimum water levels at the particular site for

adequate design of the landfill cells. This will ensure that the

bottom of the cells will always be a minimum of five feet above

the highest water level (a requirement of State regulations).

The interpretation of the collected information is as important

as the data collection itself. It is important to be aware of the

interpretation methods for each form of borehole and surface

geophysical method and the user must be able to compare these

data with drill sample logging for a precise interpretation of

the hydrogeologic environment. As discussed earlier, four

hydrogeologic type areas were identified. Within these type

areas examples of surface and borehole geophysics and drill

sample logs were generated. These are here discussed as examples

of typical interpretations.
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2.6 Typical Interpretations of Geophysical Data in Type Areas

Each of the type areas introduced earlier will respond

differently to geophysical investigations, therefore it is

imperative that geophysical investigations be carried out by a

professional hydrogeologist or an engineering geologist. It is

equally important that this individual be aware of the specific

type associations with which he is dealing and the responses that

would be expected from geophysical techniques.

The following discussion is devoted to examples of geophysical

results from the four hydrogeologic type areas defined earlier.

It should be noted that these resulting interpretations are only

examples and that variations of these responses are likely to be

encountered where examples of slightly different type area

lithologies than those depicted are encountered.

2 .6.2

Type Area I depicts a typical situation in which the predominant

lithology is shale. Figure 8 is an example of how a core log,

borehole geophysics and D. C. resistivity survey might be

compared. Although the lithology at this site is predominantly

shale, the shale is not homogeneous in character and fractures

filled with gypsum are common. In addition, several beds of

sandstone are also to be found in this sequence. By comparing

the gamma ray, neutron and spontaneous potential curves

supplemented with the core log, these subsurface features may be
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FIGU,.E 8
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identified. Figure 9 also depicts a seismic refraction plot

t a ken near the b0 r e hoi e s h 0 wn i n Fig u r e 8. Th i s Plot a 1s 0

depicts the typical shale response. This can be especially noted

by comparing the zones of sandstone that were identified from the

core log with the picks across the borehole geophysical logs.

A specialized borehole geophysical log may be utilized where a

major constituent of the lithology is shale or clay in nature.

Figure 10 is a comparison of a KUT plot depicting potassium

(percent), uranium (ppm) and thorium (ppm) with natural gamma and

neutron logs for the same borehole. As may be seen, a strong,

correlation between potassium and the gamma and neutron logs is

evident.

2.6.3 I~IULAl:e.lLll

Type Area II constitutes an unconsolidated terrace deposit.

Figure 11 shows two typical responses for an unconsol idated

sand material. In this figure the driller's log is compared to

D.C. resistivity and a gamma log. The water level reading was

not taken on the same day of the borehole log or the surface

geophysical log and is not exactly correlated, however, it is

close to that indicated from these logs. Figure 12 is a seismic

plot of the same general area and may be compared to the data

presented in Figure 11. Both the gamma log and the D.C.

resistivity log suggest that the lithology is of an increasingly

cleaner sand with depth. This is sUbstantiated by the driller's

log.
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FIGURE 9

RESPONSE IN TYPE AREA I
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FIGURE 11

GEOPHYSICAL LOG AND D.C. RESISTIVITY RESPONSE IN TYPE AREA II
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2.6.4

Type Area III is typical of interbedded sandstone and shale

sequences. Figure 13 presents a comparison of driller1s logs,

gamma and neutron logs and D. C. resistivity survey. The upper

portion of this sequence is characteristic of the interbedded

sandstone and shale lithologies. Both the nuclear logs and the

D.C. res i s t i vi ty survey respond well to thi s 1 i thological

variation. The wide right fluctuation in the D.C. resistivity is

indicative of the increased sandstone lithology. The neutron log

is especially useful to pick the water table. For the example

shown in Figure 13 the borehole was filled with water in order to'

illustrate the ability of this technique to determine the

formation water table. In this case the water level was not

measured the same day that the nuclear logs were run thus a

slight variation does exist due to a fluctuating water levels.

Figure 13 is also a good example of both limestone and coal

responses with nuclear logging devices. One can note the extreme

increase in gamma counts associated with the coal deposit. One

can also note that this lithology was not found by the drill

sample logging. The limestone was recognized during the dri 11

sample logging and is easily identified on both the gamma and

neutron logs. This same response is depicted by D. C.

resistivity surveys as shown in Figure 14. This figure also

represents a typical sandstone/shale interbedded sequence,

however, a limestone is near enough the surface to be identified

by this technique.
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FIGURE 14

D.C. RESISTIVITY RESPONSE FOR INTERBEDDED
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An important consideration of borehole geophysics is whether a

borehole may be logged in the uncased or cased state. Figure 15

depicts a predominately shale sequence, indicati ve of Type Area

I, that compares open and cased boreholes. As would be expected,

each of the tools utilized in the open borehole were successful

in producing usable data. Note, however, that caliper, when run

in the cased borehole produces only a straight line representing

the inside of the casing. The gamma, neutron, density and

electrical responses obtained by cased boreholes varies somewhat

from the open hole responses. This is principally due to the

dampening effect of casing and especially of filter pack and

grout used to complete the cased borehole. As may be seen from

Figure 15 the cased and uncased boreholes vary in that the cased

signatures are more subdued than the uncased. From this

characterization, it is obvious that open borehole logging is the

more desirable. This, however, is not always possible due either

to severe time constraints during dri 11 ing or to the potent ial

for borehole collapse if completion is delayed.

To take this comparison a step further the cased and uncased

boreholes may be logged either filled with a fluid or completely

devoid of fluids. Figure 16 presents several logs of cased and

uncased, fluid filled and dry boreholes. Although, again, the

casing of the borehole does result in some dampening of the

responses, for the nuclear logs there does not seem to be too

great a variation in responses. The major variations come with

the electrical logs. Resistivity and spontaneous potential logs

are of no use when conducted in dry boreholes.
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FIGURE 16

GEOPHYSICAL LOG RESPONSE TO CASED VS.
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A situation of significance and often the basis of many problems

for the landfill applicant is the perched water table. This is

an important feature due to the often unexpected existence of

ground-water above the regional water table elevation. In

addition it is often difficult to identify this feature from

borehole logs taken during drilling operations, especially if

wash rotary drilling techniques are practiced. Geophysical

analyses of these boreholes, however, wi 11 usually produce

correct interpretations. Figure 17 depicts a typical geophysical

response to perched conditions in the interbedded sandstone and

shale sequence.

2. 6.5

Type Area IV is indicative of a predominantly limestone

lithology. Figure 18 represents a shale/limestone contact.

Notice the abrupt swing to the left of the nuclear logs at this

contact point. D. C. resistivity, however, displays only a

gradual migration of the curve in the direction of increasing

ohms beginning at the soil/clay contact point and continuing

through the 1imestone. This survey indicates that the limestone

is not a "clean" deposit, but probably includes some shale

lenses or clay nodules. This was not identified by the drill

sample log and may also be seen in the gamma log plot and to a

lesser extent by the neutron plot. A somewhat simi lar response

is seen in Figure 19 in which a limestone is overlain by a chert

and a chert residuum and is underlain by a shale.
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FIGURE 18

GEOPHYSIAL LOG RESPONSES TO TYPE AREA IV



FIGURE 19

D.C. RESISTIVITY RESPONSE IN LIMESTONE LITHOLOGY
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Several types of surface and borehole geophysical logging

techniques have been discussed thus far. These have not included

electromagnetic (EM) conductivity. The reason for this is that

this technique is less useful than those discussed for

preliminary landfill site characterizations. This does not mean,

however, that EM conductivity is not without its usefulness. One

major use for this technique is in the identification of

contamination plume patterns. Figures 20-21 depict two

different methods by which EM conductivity might be successfully

employed. Figures 20 and 21 represent 10 meter spacings of

horizontal dipole orientation. Figure 20 shows a planar,

contour map representation of a EM conductivity survey above an

abandoned municipal landfill. Notice the higher conductivity

readin~s in the landfill portion of the map and the indication

that a leachate plume is migrating in the direction ot the pond.

Vertical profiling of this same data (see Figure 21) shows a

similar situation on a modified three-dimensional basis.

2.1 Additional Data Needs

Upon completion of the initial field data interpretation phase of

the site characterization decisions may be made regarding the

need for additional data upon which to base the permit

application. Additional surface geophysics or drilling and

borehole geophys ics, or perhaps both might be des ired. The

initial analyses, including surface and borehole geophysics and

borehole advancement, provided enough information for a basic
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FIGURE 20
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FIGURE 21
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understanding of the geology and hydrogeology of the site, but

often little more than this is gained. This data should be

adequate to direct the hydrogeologist in the location of any

additional surface geophysical surveys and boreholes that might

be deemed necessary for full characterization of the site. If

additional boreholes are advanced, and usually this will be

necessary, it is often a good idea to employ borehole logging on

at least a part of these new boreholes. This will assure the

most complete data base possible. Also, these additional

boreholes should be completed and developed to gain additional

information for potentiometric map generation and/or revision and

will assure that the most appropriate landfill design will be

developed.

2.7.2

In addition to surface and borehole geophysics and the data

generated from drilling sample logs, in situ aquifer analyses

should be performed to obtain hydrogeologic characteristics.

There are two primary categories of aquifer analyses that may be

performed. The simplest is the slug test in which a slug of

water is either added to or removed from a developed well. The

rates of recovery are then monitored until the well again reaches

a state of equilibrium, usually within a 24 hour period. This

technique will provide a good measure of the aquifers

permeability. The second method of aquifer analysis requires the

pumping, or stressing, of a well and the monitoring of adjacent

wells for water level responses. In addition to normal
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hydrogeologic parameters, this technique will provide information

about vertical interactions among aquifers if more than one

aquifer is monitored.

After any additional data is collected, including static water

levels for a satisfactory period of time, a final interpretation

of field data may be undertaken. All data collected to this

point should be considered in this interpretation. Where

conflicting data are found to occur, the site characterization

team must be in a position to make appropriate interpretations of

the data, and to provide reasonable support for the final

interpretation.

The result of the final data interpretation is the development of

a conceptual model to describe the hydrogeologic system at the

proposed site. This model will incorporate the total data set

evolved to this point. This conceptual model will comprise a

large portion of the permit application and proposal to the state

health department.
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2.8 Prediction of Solute Transport Using Simple Analytical
Models

2.8.1 IniL~~~~ii~n

Although not a requirement of the Oklahoma State Department of

Health at this time, the prediction of solute transport from the

proposed landfill if leakage should occur is a highly desirable

component of any landfill permit application. This analysis can

predict the direction and rate of movement of any leachate plume

that might escape from the faci I i ty. This will facilitate the

location of monitoring wells to detect such plumes at their

earliest possible occurrence.

Because of the need to analyze contamination of ground-water

resour~es many mathematical models have been developed to

simulate ground-water flow and solute transports. These models

serve a dual purpose: first, to simulate and predict the

development of ground-water contamination plumes; and second, to

solve the problems of ground-water reclamation. Three types of

mathematical models have been developed to meet these objectives.

These methods are the nomograph, the analytical model and the

numerical model. The first two of these methods are most

suitable for the groundwater scientist working without a

substantial background in modeling techniques. Both the

nomograph and the analytical model are straightforward and

relatively simple to use, and they provide the scientist with

significant information.

will be discussed here.

For these reasons only the first two
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2.8.2

The nomograph is a diagrammatic representation of the

contaminant plume. The solution may be found for various

locations, times and concentrations. The primary result of the

nomograph for 'the groundwater scientist is a feel for the nature

of the contaminant plume rather than a map or cross-section view

of the plume. This is often used to develop data for either

analytical or numerical models that would follow, or it may be

used as a quick check of modeled results.

Nomograph results have been calculated for each of the Type Areas

discussed above. For each Type Area an expected concentration

solution for a point 750 feet from the source and at an elapsed

time of 3,650 days or steady state was developed. The distances

and times shown are the same used for the analytical solutions to

be discussed below. The results of these nomograph calculations

are presented in Appendix E.

2.8.3

An analytical model usually produces a map or cross-section

representation of the contamination plume. The model can

calculate and display the concentration at a single point or as a

grid map of concentrations. Four parameters are initially

required for input in order to utilize the analytical model; the

concentration of leachate at a specific time and distance, a down

gradient distance from the source where concentration of leachate

is computed, the transverse distance measured from the center-
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line of ground-water flow, and the sample time from beginning of

leachate source flow. In addition to these parameters

dispersivity, porosity, retardation, decay and source terms are

usually required.

Eight assumptions and limitations are generally used in preparing

analytical models.

1. The ground-water flow regime is saturated.

2 • Th e a qui fer i sin fin i t e ina e ria 1 ext en t (x and y
directions).

3. All aqUifer properties are constant throughout the
aquifer.

4. The ground-water flow is continuous and uniform in

direction and velocity.

5. There is no dilution of the plume from recharge outside

the source area.

6. The leachate source is a point in plain view.

7. The leachate is evenly distributed over the vertical

dimension of the saturated zone.

8. The leachate source supplies a constant mass flow rate.

To demonstrate the effectiveness of analytical models, the model

developed by Wilson and Miller (1978) will be used. This model

employs an analytical mass transport differential equation.

Computer programs based on this model were written by Kent, et.

al. in 1985. For each of the Type Areas discussed earlier a

solution is computed for a concentration at a specified time

(3,650 days is used in this example) since hypothetical or actual

contamination has entered the ground-water (saturated zone) {see
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Appendix E). The most significant result of these calculations

is that the variations in concentrations over time and distance

are directly related to the specific type of lithology present.

For shales, characterized by a low permeability, travel times and

distances are low. For unconsolidated sands, however, the travel

times and resulting plume migration is more rapid.

It is not difficult to realize that by varying the input

parameters a specific site may be easily modeled with a moderate

degree of accuracy. This type of information will allow the

hydrogeologist to more accurately locate monitoring wells such

that the earliest detection of any leachate leaks may be

realized.

2.9 Facility Design

Once the site characterization is completed the prospective

landfill permit applicant is now ready to design the specific

landfill. Facility design involves primarily two forms of

design; engineering design of the waste facility and the

location and design of the monitoring well system that will serve

the facility.
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A registered engineer must be involved in the design of all

aspects of the landfill facility. This will include disposal

cells, borrow material, drainage, etc. The engineer must have

available the site characterization results to adequately plan

the facility. It is an Oklahoma State Department of Health

(OSDH) requirement that the bottom of the cells maintain a

minimum five foot separation from the water table. The site

characterization data will also provide information regarding the

types of liners and need for site borrow materials. It is often

the case that borrow materials must be obtained off site in order

to meet minimum permeability requirements (less than or equal to

lE-7 cm/s).

The data collected during the site characterization period will

be vitally important in the determination of the number, location

of monitoring wells and depths of screen. The primary objective

of well location is that the affected aquifer(s) are being

monitored in such a manner that, if the landfill were to leak,

the monitoring well system would identify that leak at the

earliest possible time. Figure 22 is an example of a monitoring

well design that has been approved for both state and EPA ground

water monitoring projects.

The minimum number of up- and down- gradient monitoring wells

required by regulations (one up and three down gradient) are
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FIGURE 22
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inadequate in most situations. In order to determine the number

and locations of monitoring wells the hydrogeologist must have a

clear understanding of the ground-water system at the site. This

will include each of the required analyses and resulting maps or

cross-sections, but will usually require additional information

such as surface and borehole logging, flow net analysis and

leachate plume models. Only with these techniques can the

hydrogeologist be relatively assured of an adequate understanding

the ground-water situation at the site.

2.10 Generation of Permit Application

The actual landfill permit application will incorporate all the

data collected through the site characterization process, and the

final engineering and monitoring well designs derived from that

data. It is vially important that this application be prepared

using the guidelines established by the state agency under Whose

jurisdiction the application wi.ll be reviewed. Again, as an

example, Appendix A presents gUidelines established by the State

Of Oklahoma for the preparation of solid waste disposal site

applications. Also included in this appendix is a computer print

out of a program to assist the potential applicant or his

consultants in the preparation of the application package. This

application should be put together by the hydrogeologist and

engineer. It should be in the form of a professional document

that is concise, yet complete. All required (OSDH) components

and any additional data that is pertinent to the argument should

be included. This document will be reviewed by the professional
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staff at OSDH and be made available for pUblic review. A pUblic

meeting will be held in which the community at large will be

gi ven a chance to comment on the proposed faci 1i ty. The OSDH

will'then make a decision to permit the landfill or to return the

application with specific comments regarding needed revision.

The applicant then has the option to revise the application for a

second review. This revision process may take place a number of

times if the OSDH is not satisfied with any portion of the

application. The suggested revisions may take the form of simple

rewriting of the document, or a request for additional

information, some of which may have to be collected in the field

by the hydrogeologist and/or the engineering staff and may even'

take the form of addi tional boreholes and static water levels.

Until the OSDH's professional staff is satisfied that the

proposed landfill is safe and meets all State requirements, the

landf ill cannot be permi t ted. When a permi tis issued the

operator may then begin construction on the landfill.

2.11 Sumnary

The procedure for landfill permitting as discussed above must be

carried out in detail, and will require several months to over a

year for completion. Most of the data to be collected requires a

significant amount of time and capital. These may be reduced,

however, if the suggested geophysical and modeling components are

inc 1ude d • Co nduc tin g sur fa c e ge 0 ph Ysic a 1 sur ve ys prio r to

borehole development wi 11 allow more accurate location of the

boreholes to gain the greatest amount of data wi th the minimum
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number of boreholes. Likewise, once holes are drilled the use of

borehole geophysics greatly reduces the error in lithologic and

hydrogeologic interpretation. Especially if borehole geophysics

are interpreted as each borehole is completed, the necessity of a

second phase of drilling may be limited. These savings may be

translated into both capital and time, each of which are

important considerations for the prospective applicant.
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3.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Four hydrogeological type areas were identified to characterize

much of the State of Oklahoma. These were: 1) predominantly

shale; 2) semi-consolidated to unconsolidated clastics; 3)

interbedded shale, sandstone and limestone; and 4) carbonate.

These four areas were identified on the basis of outcrop geology

and associated hydrogeologic characteristics. Each is assumed to

be affected somewhat differently by the siting of solid waste

landfi lIs.

Two forms of geophysical techniques were analyzed for

characterizing landfill sites in Oklahoma. These were surface

geophysical (including direct current resistivity,

electromagnetic conductivity and seismic refraction) and

borehole geophysical (including electrical logs and nuclear logs)

techniques. Each of these techniques were applied to the four

i denti fi ed hydrogeo logi c type areas. The resul ts of these

applications were used as examples in a description of the

process for landfill permit application.

Each geophysical technique performed differently for the type

areas considered here. The neutron techniques were exceptionally

well suited for all four type areas and were very useful in

picking out the water table in all cases. The combination of

gamma ray, neutron and spontaneous potential probes was well
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suited in delineating subsurface lithologies. In addition,

important data regarding the ground-water hydraulics (hydraulic

conductivity, porosity and formation fluid type) were

characterized.

The Direct Current (D.C.) resistivity technique proved to be well

suited in identifying specific lithologies and water table depth

when used in conjunction with borehole control. The seismic

refraction technique is also applicable for that purpose.

Electro-magnetic conductivity was less effective that the other

surface geophysical techniques.

Results indicate that surface and borehole techniques should be

utilized in a hierarchy of activities for site suitability

characterization. Drilling of monitoring and observation wells

should be based on geophysical interpretations used in

conjunction with other supplemental data. The most important

application of surface and borehole techniques is the delineation

of potential zones of contaminant migration wi th more accuracy.

Modeling may then be used to characterize fate and transport of

contaminants along these conductive zones. These techniques will

not only produce a higher degree of accuracy but are also cost

effective in comparison with large numbers of trenches and

boreholes otherwise needed for the same level of

characterization.
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5.1 General Information Requirements

a) Name of site

b) Type of site

c) Description of proposed operation

d) Name and address of applicant

e) Location of proposed site --
f) Distance to nearest residences

g) Distance to nearest airport --
h) Distance to nearest flood prone area --
i) Type, condition, and maintenance of access road to the site --

j) Land use of adjacent property within 2 miles

k) Official legal description of facility

1) Proof of ownership of interest --

m) Hours of operation

n) Equipment to be used --

0) Type ofwastes to be accepted

p) Sources of wastes to be accepted

q) Estimated tons or cubic yards of wastes to be received daily--

r) Population or population equivalent to be served --

s) Estimated life of the site --

5.2 Technical Information Requirements, Type I-V and Type VII
Facilities

5.2.1

5.2.2

Flood plain

Geology

5.2.2.1 -- Describe the following:

a) Rock formations and lithology of the site --
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5.2.3.5.

b) Structural features (such as folds, faults, fractures, etc.)--

c) Geologic cross-section across site

d) Specific descriptions o;f rock strata at and near the site --

5 • 2. 3 • So i I s

5.2.3.1. --Borings plan (see specific requirements p. 48 OSlID
Bulletin 0524) --

5.2.3.2 -- Logs of each borehole and site map with location and
elevation of each borehole --

5.2.3.3. -- Water levels - must attain the static water level
and report on borehole logs

5.2.3.4. -- Plugging with 10 feet of cement grout beginning 3 ft.
below ground level --

Testing report: laboratory report of soi 1 and rock
Characteristics (see specifics p. 49) --

5.2.3.6. -- Permeability (see p.49-50 specific requirements)

5.2.3.6.1. -- Laboratory permeability tests (see p.50
requirement)

5.2.3.6:2. --In-situ permeability tests (for requirements p.50) 

5.2.3.7. --Cover materials: suitability and availability of
onsite materials --

5.2.4.-- Surface water hydrology

a) Description of drainage network

b) USGS topographic map with all receiving waters indicated --

c) Description of water use --

d) Description of general water quality for impoundments within
one mile of site --

5.2.5. -- Ground water hydrology

5.2.5.1. -- Highest seasonal potentiometric water surface
elevations, hydraulic gradients, directions of
flow, and supportive potentiometric maps ---

5.2.5.2. Estimated rate of flow --

5.2.5.3. Nature and extent of ground water --
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5.2.5.4. -- Recharge or discharge areas --

5.2.5.5. -- Information on the existence of potential ground
water sources or ground water use in the area that
could be affected by the proposed site; specifically
the location, total depth, and depth to water of:

a) All domestic or private water supply wells within one-half
mile of the site --

b) All municipal or public water supply wells within one mile
of the proposed site --

c) General description of the quality of the groundwater in the
area --

5.2.6. -- Maps required

5.2.6.1.

5.2.6.2.

5.2.6.3.

5 .3.

General location map

Topographic map

Flood plain map

Technical Information Requirements -- Type VI
facilities

5.4 Technical Information Requirements - Type VII Facilities 

5.5 -- Technical Information Requirements - Type IX and X
Faci I i ties --

5.6 Plans and Specifications for site Development

5.6.1. -- Site design:

5.6.1.1. -- Equipment list

5.6.1.2.-- Roads (type of construction and materials) --

5.6.1.3.

5.6.1.4.

5.6.1.5.

Surface drainage (see p. 53 for requirements)

Ground water protection --

Surface water -- must provide:

a) Location of all surface water monitoring points on the
topographic map, preliminary contour map, general layout map and
completion map --

b) A sampling and analysis plan

5.6.1.5.2. -- Ground water: provide the following:
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a) Ground water contour map (show the location, number, and
surface elevation of monitor wells) --

b) A detailed drawing of a typical monitor well --

c) A sampling and analysis plan --

5.6.1.5.3. -- Gas: provide the following:

a) Detail drawing of typical gas monitor well --

b) Sampling and analysis plan

5.6.1.6. -- Closure; Detailed informatin on the following:

5.6.1.6.1.

5 .6. 1 • 6 • 2 •

Schedule for closure --

Calculation of amount of cover material needed --

5.6.1.6.3. -- Procedures for placing, grading, leveling,
stabilizing and vegetating the final cover --

5.6.1.6.4.

5.6.1.6.5.

Construction of drainage system --

Details of final grading and final contours shall
be shown on construction plans --

5.6.2. Site Construction:
be provided:

The following maps and plans shall

5.6.2.2. -- General plan view: A constructed map showing the
following:

a) Dimensions of permit boundary and facilities

b) Locations of borings, core holes, monitor wells, test wells,
monitoring sites, test pits, sampling sites

c) Original contours at five foot intervals --

d) Sequence of excavations, filling and final cover

e) Surface drainage --

f) Fencing and gates, utility lines, and easements --

g) Access roads into and on the site

h) Proposed trenches and fill face areas, pits, lagoons, disposal
areas, etc., and general sequence of filling operations --

i) Cover material borrow areas --

j) Employee and equipment shelters
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5.6.2.3. -- Typical fill cross sections

a) Permeability

b) Results

5 •6 •2 : 5. - - Camp let ion ma p

5.6.3. --Site operation --

5.6.4. -- Site maintenance:

5.6.4.1.

5.6.4.2.

5.6.4.3.

post-closure care

post-closure maintenance

Post-closure monitoring --

5.6.5. -- Liner installation and testing plan:

5.6.5.1. -- General --

5.6.5.2. --Natural liner: must include the following:

5.6.5.2.1. -- Preliminary design test:

a) Classification --

b) Permeabi Ii ty

c) Results--

5.6.5.2.2. -- Post excavation/pre-disposal tests:

a) Visual inspection --

b) Thickness/integrity

c) Natural or in-place moisture and density

d) Laboratory or in-situ permeability tests

5.6.5.2.3. -- Failure (see p.57) --

5.6.5.3. -- Reconstructed liner --

5.6.5.3.1. --Internal side slopes no more than 3:1 --

5.6.5.3.2. -- preliminary design tests

5.6.5.3.3. -- Pre-construction design test (following shall be
conducted)

a) Atterberg limits --
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5.6.5.3.5.

b) moisture-density relationship --

c) Permeability--

5.6.5.3.4. -- Installation tests (following tests shall be
performed)

a) moisture-density relationship

b) visual inspection --

Construction verification tests: (following shall
be performed)

a) Thickness of liner be verified

b) visual inspection by soil scientist, engineer or geologist --

c) Permeability -- two tests per acre performed on the finished
liner --

5.6.5.4. -- Artificial liner (see p. 58) --
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other supporting data, that is procedurally and/or technically incomplete,
or deficient in detail.

4.4.7.3. If the application is denied, applicant may submit a new application on the
same site, which Hill require a new public notice. Alternatively, ap!Jlicant
may submit a new application on a new site, or terminate his participatio'l
in the permit process.

4.4.7.3.1 Basis for denial shall be an application, with supporting data, which:

a) contains false, mislcR.ding, misrepresented, or substantifllly incorrect
or inR.ccurate information, ·)r

b) fails to demonstrate compliance with the o\ct or the Regulations, or

c) fails to provide sufficient information to enable the Department to
determine the applicant's cO"llpliance with the Act and Regulations.

CHAPTER FIVE

APPLICATION INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS

5.0 .

5.0.1

5.0.2

5.0.3

5.1

GENERAL PROVISIONS

Content. The application for permit shall consist of the application form,
general information, teChnical infor:nation and site plan.

Forms. The applicant shall use forms supplied by the Department.

Format. The applicant shall prepare the application in accordance with the
format set out in the Guidelines for Submission of an Application.

GENERAL INFORMATION REQUffiEMENTS

The following infor:n>ltion is required in all applications.
Name of site.
Type of si teo
A brief description of the proposed operation.
Name of applicant and applicant's address.
Location of proposed site.
Distance to nearest: residences, airport, flood prone area.
Type, condition, and maintenance of access road to the site.
Land use of adjacent property and general area wi thin two miles.
An official legal description of the sit:! comprising only that acreage
to be encompassed in the development of the facility. Said
description may be by metes and bounds, section, township, and range
(and parts thereof), or book and page number of pllit record,~ (for
iJlatted property).
Proof of ownership of interest.
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Hours of operation.
E'lllil"n<'lIt tel b<' lI",d.
Type of wastes to be acccpled.
Source(s) of wastes to be accepted.
Estimated tons or cubic yards of wastes to be received daily.
Population or population equiv'llent to be served.
Estimated life of the site.

5.2 TECHNICAL INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS, TYPE I - V
AND TYPE VII FACILITIES

The following information is required in all applications for Type I through
Type V and Type VII facility permits, except see 'It 5.2.8 for requirements
for Type I1I-B permit applications.

5.2.1

5.2.2

5.2.2.1

5.2.3

5.2.3.1

Flood plain. A determination of the 100 year floodplain on or adjacent t,)
the site. See 'It 1.1.5.

Geology. Information on geology and hydrogeology shall include the
formation underlying the deepest for:nation penetrated by the bore holes
and/or monitor wells, and all formations exposed in outcrop on or near the
site.

Describe the geology in terms of:

a) rock formations in the area and at the site, and the lithology of the
formations. Use accepted stratigraphic and lithologic nomenclature,
and provide sources or references for information not observed first
hand by applicant or applicant's engineer.

b) structural features such as folds, faults, fractures, etc.

c) characteristics and engineering properties or references for the soil
and rock ,naterials at the site.

d) a geologic cross section of the area, including the site, showing
formations and, if applicable, structural features.

e) specific descriptions of the rock strata observed on the surface of the
site and near the site (in drainages, road cuts, and other surface
outcrops), including orientation (strike and dip) of the strata.
Orientation should be measured accurately, or caref'.Illy esti:nated if
conditions do not permit accurate :neasurements.

Soils. A report of the onsite soil and rock materials including the
following:

Borings plan: Sufficient borings are required to provide a representative
sampling of the types of soil and rock materials onsite. Dry methods of
subsurface exploration (i.e. auger, air rotary) are preferred over wet (water
rotary or mud). The minimum number, locations, and depths of borings
required to present a ~epresentative profile can only be determined by
careful analysis of the general characteristics, geology, field tests and
proposed operation of the site. The following table is provided as a guide
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for planning. More may be required if the preliminary data is
inconclusive. The borings should be located to give coverage of the entire
site with particular attention to the disposal areas. The minimum dC!'th of
borings under optimum soil/rock conditions (that is, rp-latively impermeable
soils) shall be at least ten (10) feet below the deepest proposed excava tion
(lowest elevation at which wastes will be deposited). With less favorable
conditions, the depth should be at least twenty (20) feet below the deepest
proposed excavation. *

Size of
Site
in Acres
less than 5

5 to 9

10 to 19

20 to 49

50 to 100

Number of
of
Borings
10' below
2-4

4-6

6-10

10-15

15-20

*Minimum No. of
Borings 20 Ft.
Below Deepest
Excavation

2

3

5

7

7-12

5.2.3.2

5.2.3.3

5.2.3.4

For sites larger than 100 acres, a preliminary boring plan must be filed
with the Department.

Logs: A log of each borehole shall be submitted, together with a site map
showing the location and elevation of each boring. Each borehole log shall
report the surface elevation of the borehole and the soil and rock layers
present, describing said layers: constituents, color, texture, degree of
compaction or consolidation and amount of moisture present; and any
additional information necessary for a complete and adequate description.
The thickness of each layer shall be shown on the borehole log, and enough
information obtained to classify each soil stratum based on the Unified Soil
Classification System, and each rock stratum according to accepted
geological classification systems.

Water levels: If subsurface water is encountered, the test hole shall be
bailed of all drilling fluids for its entire depth, and the initial depth that
water was encountered should be noted on the boring log. The static water
level shall be obtained by measuring the depth to the water level daily until
it has remained stable for a period of 24 hours or longer, and noted on the
borehole log, indicating the time required for the water level to stabilize.
If water is encountered while drilling in the vicinity of an existing disposal
site, the hole shall be bailed of all drilling fluids and a sample of the
subsurface water shall Je taken after the water level has stabilized and the
sample analyzed to determine the existence of any contaminants.
Applicant should consider converting test bore holes into piezometers to
determine ground water gradients.

Plugging: All holes drilled in conjunction with soil testing and evaluation
shall be bailed and, once ground water data is obtained, adequately plugged
to preclude surface contamination from entering, and to prevent
contamination of aquifers. The plugging shall consist of ten (10) feet of
cement grout placed from a depth of three (3) feet below ground level to
thirteen (13) feet below ground level. The top three feet shall be
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5.2.3.5

5.2.3.6

backfillp.d with on-site soils displaced during drilling. All t~st holes which
penetrllte any b,jried waste shall be plugged from three (3) feet below
ground level to their total depth. This plug shall ~e a bentonite drilling
mud with at least one silck of cement grout per fifteen feet of test hole
depth. In all holes where water bearing f.Jrrnations are encountered during
drilling, holes shall be plugged with grout from t~eir termiMtion depth to II
depth three (3) feet below ground level.

Testing report: A laboratory report of soil and rock characteristics shall
be submitted consisting of at least one sample from each layer that will
form the bottom and sides of the proposed disposal area. TlJe design
engineer shall make or have made as many additioIll3.1 tests as necessary to
provide a typical profile of the soil and rock stratification within the sit~.

No laboratory work need be performed on highly permeable layers Wllich
obviously will require lining. The soil samples shall be tested by a soils
laboratory under the direction of a Registered Professional Engineer. The
primary concern should be to obtain data on field (in-situ) conditions by
collecting undisturbed samples, and conducting field tests when
appropriate. The soil tests shall consist of the following:

Sieve analysis and hydrometer analysis: #4, #10, #40, #200,-200, and a
hydrometer analysis on -200 fraction - ASTM 0422.
Atterberg Limits - ASTi\1 D423 and 0424.
Moisture Content - ASTM D2216.

Permeability: All soils that are to be used as a natural or reconstructed
liner, and that are within the following range of values, shall be testec1
either in a soils laboratory or in-situ for the coefficient of permeability.
Normally, all soils below the range of values stated below are sandy and
are not suitable for liners, unless additional test data support a deviation.
Soils which exceed the range of values stated are high in clay content and
do not require additional testing to prove their adequacy for sanitary
landfill purposes. The physical [lara,neters stated are to be considered as
guidelines for soil sa:nple testhg. Engineering judgment must be used on
those samples which exhibit some but not all of the bound9.l'y limits stated:

Plasticity Index

Liquid Limit

Percent Passing 200 Mesh Sieve (-200)

15 to 25

30 to 50

30 to 50

5.2.3.6.1 Laboratory permeability (hydraulic conductivity) tests are to be performed
according to one of the following standards on undisturbed soil samples.
Where excavations already exist on the sit·~ that are to be used for waste
disposlll, undisturbed samples shall be taken from the sidew.llls of those
excavations and permeability tests made on the horizontal :lxis.
Permeability tests should include one on the horizontal axis since most
sedimentary rocks are more [lermeable laterally than vertically. All test
results shall indicate the type of test used, the :nethod llnd the conditio'1,
preparation and orientation of each sam»le.

(a) Falling head permeability test - ASTM Special Technical Publication
479.
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(b) Constant h~ad permeahility test - ASTM 1)2434 - for materials for
reconstructed llnd recompacted lin~rs only.

(c) Any new methods approved by ASTM or the Department prior to usc.

An analysis of the soils or rock data and a recommendation llS to the
adequacy of in-situ :l1aterials for ground wllter protection, or tile type nnd
thickness of constructed liner (when necessary - see R's 2.1.3 and S.G.!»),
shall l1e provided by a professional engineer experienced in geotechnical
engineering, or a hydrogeologist or geologist having at leRst a university
gra.nted four-year degree in geology and no less than four years of
experience in engineering geology.

Methods of investigation, sampliTlg, and analysis llius certification thereof
shall be provided.

Adequate geologic and soil and rock investigations shall be conducted to
provide the data for groundwater hydrology ('It 5.2.5).

5.2.3.6.2 In-situ permeability tests shall be cOl~ducted in accordance with one of the
following methods.

(a) AST,il Special Technical Publica ticn 746

(b) pump test or slug injection test of the target intervals)

(c) see 'It 5.2.3.6.l(c).

5.2.3.6.3 Regardless of plasticity index, liquid limit, and percentage fine particles
(passing 11200 sieve), a.ny material designed to be used as natural liner 'nast
be tested for permeability prior to disposal of wastes thereon (see 'It
5.6.5.2).

5.2.3.7 Cover materill1: Provide information on the SUitability and availabili ty of
onsite soil for use as daily, intermediate, and final cover, and for use as
topsoil. Discuss soil characteristics a.nd quantities.

5.2.4 Surface water hydrology. The follOWing information shall be submitted on
all streams, lakes, and ponds within one-half mile of the proposed site
boundary.

- A description of the drainage network.

- A U.S.G.S. 7.5 minute series topographic quadrangle map (15 minute
series if a 7.5 is not published), or comparable :nap with all receiving
waters indicated.

- A description of the water use.

- A description of the general water quality for i,npoundments ""ithin one
half mile of any receiving streams.

5.2.5 Ground water hydrology. The following informati:>n on ground water lit the
site shall be submitted:
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5.2.5.1

5.2.5.2

5.2.5.3

5.2.5.4

5.2.5.5

5.2.6

5.2.6.1

5.2.6.2

5.2.6.3

5.2.7

Highest seasonal potentiometric water surface elevations, "ydrau1i~

gradient(s) and direction(s) of ITOIV, and supportive potentiometric maps.

Estimated rate of flow.

Nature and extent of ground water.

Recharge or discharge areas.

Information on the existence of potential ground water sources or ground
water use in the area that could be affected by the proposed site;
specifically the location, total depth, and depth to water of:

- All domestic or private water supply wells within one-half mile of the
proposed site boundary.

- All municipal or public water supply wells within one mile of the proposed
si te boundary.

- A general description of the quality of the ground water in the area.

Maps reguired. The following maps shall be provided in legible form,
c01nplete with legend, scale, and north directional arrow.

General location map: This map shoUld be all or part of a one-inch-to-tlVo
miles scale county highway map as published by the Oklahoma Department
of Transportation. The location of the proposed si te shall he clearly
identified on said map. If a site is located within a municipality and a
municipal map with better information is available, then it shall he used
for this purpose.

Topographic map: This map shall he a United States Geological Survey 7.5
minute series topographic quadrangle ma;> (15 minute series may be used
where 7.5 minute series maps have not been printed) or equivalent,
encompassing the area of the site. The map shall clearly identify the
location of the following: site boundaries; access routes; airports within
two miles of the site; all homes, buildings, water wells (including ;>rivate
and municipal, potable and irrigation water, etc.), water and wastewater
collection, treatment and distribution facilities, rivers, streams, canyons,
ravines, lakes, ponds, marshes, and any other ite:ns of interest within one
half mile of the proposed site. This map !!lay be supplemented by a
constructed land use map or an aerial photograph, the scale of which should
be within the range one-quarter mile to one-half mile per inch, that depicts
the location of the homes, buildings, wells, ponds, lakes, etc within one
half mile of the site boundary.

Flood plain !!lap: This map shall he: a Flood Insurance Rate :vIap prepared
by the Federal Emergency Management Agency; or a Flood Prone Area
:vIap prepared by the United States Geological Survey; or an equivalent
constructed map based on determinations, from sources approved hy the
Department, that depicts the limits and elevations of anyone-hundred
(tOO) year flood plain on or adjacent to the proposed site (see 'R 1.1.5).

Water balance base data. 'The following information shall he provided 50
that the Department can perform water !:llliance c>llcuVl.tion5 in cases
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where in situ materials do not meet minImum ground water protection
standards. The applicant should furnish this information to the Department
early in the site evaluation/facility design process, so that the
Department's water balance calculations can be completed and made
available to the applicant for use in the facility design:

U. S. Department of Agriculture Soil Conservation Service
information and advice regarding soil fertility, soil types, appropriate
plant types, recommended reclamation strategy, and similar factors.
Include information on both surface and subsurface soils, and on
materials to be used for daily (or initial), intermediate, and final
covers and for topsoil. See also R's 5.2.3 for soil information
requirements.

Information on wilting points and field capacities of the soils to be
used as topsoils and as daily (or initiall, intermediate, and final
covers.

Depth to ground water, including seasonal variations in the ground
water table (see R 5.2.5.1).

Distance to streams, floodplains, and surface water impoundments
(lakes, ponds, and marshes, for example) in the area around the site:
(see R's 5.2.1 and 5.2.4).

A discussion of predicted vegetative cover on areas brought to final
grade for closure, including density and types of vegetation
anticipated at the stages of activity immediately after placement of
final cover, and at six month intervals for a period of three years
following such placement. Take into account soil fertility, seeding
and fertilizing plans, effect of the wastes and soil types on plant
growth, and past performance of landfill reclamation efforts.

The Department will use mean precipitation and temperature values
from Haug, J.A.H., 1985, "CLIMOCS - A climatological summary of
267 Oklahoma cooperative stations, 1954 - 1983", Climate Summary
1985-1, published by the Oklahoma Climatological Survey, Norman,
Oklahoma, to calculate water bll.1ance. The applicant may provide
additional data for precipitation and temperature from recognized
sources such as the U.S. Weather Service.

Maximum areal extent, at any point prior to final closure, of fill
areas covered with: a) daily (or initial) cover; b) intermediate cover;
and c) unvegetated final cover during the operational life of the
facility.

Proposed slope and frequency of application of intermediate cover
(see R 3.0.12 for frequency requirements).

Proposed slope of final cover (see 'R 3.0.30 for require:nents).

Slope and vegetation data for the site llnd the area i rn mediately
surrounding the site, including consideration of any area that will
contribute run-off to the site proper.
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Proposed operational procedures and design features to provide
assurance that the intrusion of surface and ground waters into the
disposal excavations will be prevented (sce R's 2.0, 2.1, 3.0.11-13,
3.0.15, 3.0.29 and 30, and 5.6).

5.2.8 The following information is required for Type III-B permit applications.

5.2.8.1 Flood plain. See R 5.2.1.

5.2.8.2 Soils. Soils information from published or unpublished reports of the U. S.
Soil Conservation Service, U. S. Geological Survey, U. S. Army Corps of
Engineers, or other appropriate agencies. Include information on types nnd
quantities of soil available for use as weekly or monthly cover and for final
cover. If soils available on the proposed site are inadequate in quality or
quantity to meet the needs of the facility for its lifetime, the applicant
may plan to supplement said soils with 'llaterials obtained from sources
offsite. In such cases, the applicant shall supply infor'Tlation about the
location, quantity, and quality of the soils to be borrowed from offsite. If
a soil borrow area is adjacent to the proposed facility, the applicant shall
plan the borrow activity in such a manner that neither surface nor ground
water systems are adversely affected.

5.2.8.2.1 Three (3) test pits or trenches shall be excavated in the proposed disposal
area to a depth at least five (5) feet below the deepest level proposed for
excavation in the facility design. Provide descriptions of the soils and
rocks exposed in said trenches. Provide a berm around the trenches and
cover the trenches with plastic or canvas to restrict entry of surface water
and precipitation into them. Observe and measure water levels (if any) in
the trenches for at least one (1) week to deterlnine ground water levels.
See R 2.1.3.3.2 for ground water protection standards, See R 5.2.8.4 for
ground water information required.

5.2.8.3 Surface water hydrology. See R 5.2.4.

5.2.8.4 Ground water. Provide the following information on ground water at and
near the proposed site.

a) reports of any water encountered in the test trenches, including
measurements of depth below ground surface of any flows of ground water
or accumulations of standing water from seeps, s;Jrings, or other ground
water sources.

b) See R 5.2.5.5.

5.2.8.5

5.2.8.6

Maps required

a) see R 5.2.6 'lnd its subparts.

b) a constructed map at a scale no srn,qller than one (1) inch to two hundred
(200) feet, showing: permit boundary; original contours at five (5) foot
intervals; direction and sequence of excavations; fencing and gates, utility
lines, and easements; access roads; and employee and equipment shelters.

Sites considered for Type III-B facilities should be evaluated for suitability
by comparing site characteristics with the following criteria:
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location outside bedrock aquifers and their recharge areas, as
identified on sheet 2 ("Bedrock aquifers and recharge areas") in
Johnson, K.S., compiler, 1983, "Maps showing principal ground-water
resources and recharge areas in Oklahoma", published by the
Oklahoma Geological Survey, Norman, Oklahoma.

location outside alluvial aqUifers and their recharge areas, as
identified in sheet 1 ("Unconsolidated alluvium and terrace deposits")
in the publication cited above.

soils and earthen materials are clays, silty clays, or weathered shales,
or unfractured shales, mudstones, claystones, or siltstones that can
be excavated by available equipment. (Unconsolidated sands, silty
sands, and gravels, and sandstones, limestones, cherts, and fractured
and jointed shales and siltstones will not provide adequate protection
for ground water resources).

ground water is highly mineralized, or is deeper than two hundred
(200) feet, or is of low yield and unused for domestic or stock water
within one mile.

no pUblic water supply wells are within two miles, or no private water.
supply wells within one mile that use water from a potentially
affected aquifer.

no surface water flowing from the proposed site is used, or flows into
a body of surface water that is used, for public or private water
supply within two miles of the si teo

existing ground surface is flat or only gently sloping, at or near the
divides of small drainages on low hills or ridges, readily accessible by
good roads, possessing deep soil profiles, and free of major erosional
features such as ravines. Surface run-on from adjacent areas should
be minimal and readily controllable.

Sites that do not meet the criteria listed above may require more stringent
ground water protection measures, surface water control measures, and/or
more engineering design work than sites that do meet the criteria.

5.3 TECHNICAL INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS - TYPE VI FACILITIES

Refer to Guidelines issued by The Department for information required in
permits for solid waste processing facilities.

5.4 TECHNICAL INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS - TYPE vm FACILITIES

Refer to Chapter 6 and Guidelines issued by the Department for
information required in permits for beneficial use of sludges.

5.5 TECHNICAL INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS - TYPE IX
AND X FACILITIES

The Department shall be consulted on a case by case basis to determine
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5.6

5.6.1

5.6.1.1

5.6.1.2

5.6.1.3

technical information rcquiremcnt~ for experimental or innovative
disposal/treatment facilitie~ and for landfill reclamation sites. The
Department may publish Guidelines for such facilities should the need for
said Guidelines arise.

PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS FOR SITE DEVELOPMENT

Site design: The following items are required for all Type I through Type V
and Type VII facilities, except as specified in R 5.6.6 f'Jr Type IIl-B facility
require -nents.

Equipment: Provide a list of equipment to be used in the constrclctioll and
operation of the proposed site, inclUding the following information on each
piece of equip'nent: type, size, weight, and use intended.

Roads: Information shall be provided on the types of road constr~ctjon and
materials to ensure that all access roads to the active disposal areas shall
be passable during inclement weather by normal vehicular traffic .

.Surface drainage: Surface drainage shall be designed, insofar as
practicable, to sheet flow and to minimize surface water runoff onto the.
working areas by effectively diverting or routing runoff around or through
the site away from the disposal areas. All dikes, terraces, embankments,
drainage structures, or diversion channels shall be of adequate size and
grade to effectively handle the design flow with adequate freeboard and
minimal erosion.

Drainage calculations shall be based upon the 25-year rainfaII intensity for
temporary structures, and the 50-year rainfaII intensity for permanent
structures where there is no potential for erosion of refuse or cover, nor
for increased flooding, erosion, or sedimentation of adjacent property.
Where these potentials exist, the drainage structures shall be designed for
the 100 year rainfall intensity.

In order to design an appropriate drainage structure for a given watershed,
the peak discharge from the watershed caused by a design frequency flood
must be calculated. The peak discharge depends on several factors, such
as:

area of the watershed.
type of soils and vegetative.
slope of the watershed.
climatic condition of the watershed.
duration of the design frequency rainstorm.
time of concentration of the flow through the watershed.
rainfall intensity.

Peak discharge rates to be used in designing drainage str'Jctllres shall be
calculated in accordance with the following. The modified rational -nethods
and the USGS method can be found in the drainage design manual in
current usage at the Oklahoma Department of Transpol·tation.

1. If the drainage area is smaller than one square mile (640 acres), use
one of the modified rational methods as developed by the Oklahoma
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5.6.1.4

Department of Transportation.

2. If the dra inage area is larger than one square mile bu t smaller than
two square miles (1280 acraes), use any two of the following methods
to calculate peak discharJe: a) One of the modified rational
methods; b) the USGS methods; c) the HEC-l and HEC-2 computer
programs developed through the Hydrologic Engineering Center of
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers; d) an equivalent or better method
approved by the Department. Then compare the results of these two
methods, and also compare the results with information obtained
from survey books and from gaging stations if such data are
available. Apply engineering judgement to determine Wilic!l is the
most reasonable peak discharge, keeping in mind that conservative
estimates (larger peak discharges) are favored ov~r liberal estimates
because the Department's aim is to help ensure disposal sites are not
subject to problems created by surface waters.

3. If the drainagp. area is larger than two squar~ niles (1280 acres), but
smaller than twenty-five hundred (2500) square miles, use the USG:';
Method, HEC-l and HEC-2 co:nputer programs, or an equivalent or
better method approved hy the Department.

Designs shall include such features as typical cross-sectional areas, ditch
grades, and flowline elevations through each particular reach of the
structure. Sample calculations shall be provided to verify that natural
drainage patterns offsite will not be significantly altered by any changes to
onsite drainage patterns. Natural and designed drainage patterns and
structures shall be shown on construction plan maps.

Ground water protection: The site shall be designed to protect ground
water. See R's 2.1.

5.6.1.5 Monitoring: A plan shall be provided for the monitoring of ground water,
surface water, and gas at the site in accordance with Regulations and
Guidelines. See R's 2.2.

5.6.1.5.1 Surface water: The following shall be provided:

- The location of aU surface water monitoring points on the topographic
map, and on the preliminary contour map, general layout map and
completion map when possible.

- A sampling and analysis plan in accordance with R 2.3.1.4.

5.6.1.5.2 Ground water: The following shall he provided:

- A ground water contour map, based on data from previous sections, that
shows the location, number, and surface elevation of all monitor wells. See
R 2.3.2.

- A detailed drawing of a typical monitor well t'1at shows all dimensions,
materials, locations and well construction procedures.

- A sampling and analysis plan in accordance with 1R 2.3.2.9.
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5.6.1.5.3 Gal;: The following sllllll be provided whcr.~ glls monitoring is required:

- A detailed drawing of Ii typical gas monitor well showing all dimensions,
materials, locations and well construction procedures when necessary.

- A sampling and analysis plan.

5.6.1.6 Closure: Detailed information shall be provided on the following:

~.6.1.6.1 A schedule for closure. See Chapter Three - Operational Regulations.

5.6.1.6.2 The calCUlation of the amount of cover material needed for closure in
accordance with the schedule for closure.

5.6.1.6.3 The procedures for placing, grading, leveling, stabiliZing and vegetating the
final cover.

5.6.1.6.4 The construction of drainage systems.

5.6.1.6.5 Details on the final grading and final contours shill be shown 0t:l
construction plans.

5.6.2 Site construction: The following maps or plans shall be provided:

5.6.2.J. Preliminary contour map: A constructed map showing the topographic
contours prior to any operations on the site. The contour intervals shall
not be greater than five feet. The map shall be constructed at a scale no
smaller than one (1) inch to two hundred (200) feet. This map should show
the location and quantities of surface drainage entering, exiting or internal
to the site and any area subject to flooding by the one hundred (l00) yeli~

flood.

5.6.2.2 General plan view: A constructed map, or if more practical a series of
sector maps, on a scale no smaller than one (1) inch to two hundred (200)
feet that shows the follOWing minimum amount of information:

a) Dimensions of permit boundary (should coincide with legal boundary
on application) and facilities.

b) Locations of borings, core holes, monitor wells, test wells, monitoring
sites, test pits, sampling sites.

c) Original contours at five foot intervals.

d) Sequence of excavations, filling and final cover.

e) Surface drainage - location of diversion ditches, dikes, dams, pits,
ponds, lagoons, berms, terraces, etc.

f) Fencing and gate(s), utility lines, and easements.

g) Access roads into and on the site.
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5.6.2.3

5.6.2.4

5.6.2.5

5.6.3

5.6.4

5.6.4.1

5.6.4.2

5.6.4.3

5.6.5

h) Proposed trenches and fill face areas, pits, lagoons, disposal areas,
etc., and general sequence of filling operations.

D Cover material borrow areas.

j) Employee and equipment shelters.

Typical fill cross sections: Constructed plan profiles that transect the si te
through or very near the soil borings in order that the borehole logs can
also be shown on the profile. A large or irregularly shaped si te may require
several of these cross sections, both laterallY and longitudinally, to depict
the following information: the elevation(s) of the top of any dikes or
levees; the final cover; wastes; ground surface; the bottom of excavations;
the side slopes of trenches and fill areas; ground water monitor wells; gas
wells or vents; recorded initial and static water levels.

Detailed cross sections of typical cell operation and development can be
shown on an inset somewhere on the map, as can certain construction and
design details.

Ground and surface water protective measures: Constructed drawings
depicting the locations and typical sections of levees, dikes, drainage
channels, culverts, holding ponds, liners, or any other facilities relating to
protection. Details of monitor well construction shall be placed here.

Completion map: A constructed map showing the final contours of the
entire site when completed at closure.

Site operation. This section shall prOVide guidance from the design
engineer to site management and operating personnel in sufficient detail to
ensure that daily operations are in accordance with site design and
construction criteria throughout the life of the site, and are in accordance
with the Regulations. As a minimum, this section shall provide specific
guidance or instructions on operational standards (see ft's 3.0).

Site maintenance:

Post-closure care: Provisions shall be made for the inspection of the site
on a routine basis and for protection of the site from improper or
conflicting use that is not compatible with the intended use of the site.

Post-closure maintenance: Provisions shall be made for the following:
mowing (when applicable); repair of settlement and erosion of final cover;
repair of erosion or sedimentation of drainage structures; revegetation of
final cover; repair of any other structures or facilities.

Post-closure monitoring: This section shall provide for the continuance of
all the environmental monitoring programs for a minimum of eight (8)
years after proper closure.

Liner installation and testing plan:
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5.6.5.1 General: A Liner Installation and Testing (LIT) Plan shall be submitted for
those sites requiring containment and separation of wastes from
groundwater by a natural, reconstructed, or artificial liner or the
equivalent thereof (see R 2.1.3). The plan shall include all the information
and provide all of the guidance necessary for liner design, placement and
testing to assure continuous compliance with ground water protection
regulations. The following Regulations, 5.6.5.2 through 5.6.5.4, provide the
minimum data required in each LIT plan for a particular type of liner.

5.6.5.2 Natural liner: sufficient types and numbers of borings, excavations and
tests shall be conducted and the results submitted to the Department to
assure that the natural in-place (in-situ) materials will meet the
groundwater protection standards established in R 2.1.3. The following
tests and frequencies are an established minimum based on uniform and
ideal conditions (most sites will have variable conditions and therefore
require additional tests):

5.6.5.2.1 Preliminary design tests:

a) Classification: the classification tests in R 5.2.3.5 at a rate of one
testing effort (set of tests) per layer per borehole.

b) Permeability: hydraulic conductivity tests at a minimum rate of
three (3) per each Classified soil/rock layer that will form the sides
and bottom of the proposed disposal area in accordance with R
5.2.3.6.

Results: the results of the above tests will establish the design excavation
depth(s) for the landfill. said excavation depths shall be depicted on the
cross-sections. R 5.6.2.3.

5.6.5.2.2 Post excavation/pre-disposal tests:

a) Visual inspection: a visual inspection of disposal area noor
performed and reported by a competent soils scientist, engineer or
geologist. The visual inspection shall locate any cracks, joints,
fractures, roots, exposures or other physical phenomena that might
indicate areas more permeable than the requirements allow and to
assist in locating the areas for the post excavation tests that follow.

b) Thickness/integrity: a minimum of five (5) probes per acre to a depth
of 3 feet below the excavated disposal area noor (top of natural
liner) to ensure the thickness and integrity of the liner and assist in
locating the areas for the moisture, density and permeability tests.

c) Natural or in-place moisture and density: at a minimum rate of five
(5) tests per acre.

d) Laboratory or in-situ permeability tests: minimum of three tests per
acre shall be performed on the liner (sides and bottom) in accordance
with ASTM Special Technical Publication 746, or ASTM Special
Technical Publication 479, upon approval by the Department.
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5.6.5.2.3 Failure: Any and all areas failing to meet the permeability requirements in
a natural state must comply with ~ 5.6.5.3 or ~ 5.6.5.4 for reconstructed
or artificial liners, respectively. Should any of the preliminary design tests
fa il to indicate the required permeability, a LIT Plan for a reconstructed
liner shall be submitted. In the case of a failure of any post-excavation
tests, a LIT Plan for a reconstructed liner shall be submitted to the
Oepartment, as an addendum to the Site Plan. See ~ 2.1.3.6.

5.6.5.3 Reconstructed liner: Sufficient information shall be submitted on the
methods of liner placement and testing to ensure that the liner is properly
installed and maintained, and that continuous compliance with ~ 2.1.3 is
maintained. The following tests and methods are minimum requirements:

5.6.5.3.1 Internal side slopes of disposal areas where liner will be constructed shall
be no steeper than 3:1 (run:rise).

5.6.5.3.2 Preliminary design tests: See ~ 5.6.5.2.1.{a) and (b).

5.6.5.3.3 Pre-eonstruction design tests: The following tests shall be conducted on
samples of materials selected for possible use in liner construction, at a
minimum rate of one sample per 10,000 cubic yards:

a) Atterberg limits - ASTM 0423 and 0424;

b) moisture-ctensity relationship - ASTM 0698;

c) permeability - ASTM 02434.

5.6.5.3.4 Installation tests: The following tests shall be performed at a rate of at
least three (3) per acre per lift:

a) determination of moisture and density values of each lift emplaced
by the nuclear density method (ASTM 02922), or the drive-eylinder
method (ASTM 02937), or the rubber balloon method (ASTM 02167),
or the sand-eone method (ASTM 01556).

b) visual inspection: for rocks, cobbles, roots or other foreign objects
over three inches in diameter, and for any flaws, cracks, or other
defects in the emplaced liner.

5.6.5.3.5 Construction verification tests: The following quality control tests shall be
performed to verify that the liner is installed as designed, in accordance
with ~ 2.1.3.6:

a) thickness: the thickness of the liner shall be verified by means of a
control survey;

b) visual inspection: the finiShed liner shall be visually inspected by a
competent soils scientist, engineer, or geologist to detect any naws
in construction;
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5.6.5.4

5.6.5.5

5.6.6

5.6.6.1

5.6.6.2

5.6.6.3

5.6.6.4

5.6.7

5.6.8

5.6.9

5.7

c) permeability: two tests per acre shall he performed on the finished
liner (sides and bottom) in accordance with ASTM Special Technical
Publication 746, or ASTM Special Technical Publication 479 upon
approval by the Department.

Artificial liner: A constructed lining other than compacted clay soils, such
as polymeric membranes, or bentonite or other approved admixtures, may
be used upon approval by the Department. All such liners shaH be
designed, installed, tested and maintained in strict accordance with an
approved liner installation and testing plan that incorporates the
specifications and recommendations of the manufacturer, ASTM, EPA and
of the Department.

Testhole plugging: All test holes shall be plugged in accordance with 'R
5.2.3.4. All shallow holes (three feet or less in depth) shall be plugged by
placing soil (or a bentonite grout) back in the test holes in three inch layers
and manually tamping said soil at least twenty times per square inch with a
heavy bar. The soil shall be placed in the hole at optimum moisture
content and tamped evenly into the hole.

The following information shall be provided for Type III-B facilities.

A narrative describing the design and intended development and
operational plans for the facility, stating the planned excavation depths,
development style, and design features. Include information, supported by
such drawings as are necessary, on methods to control run-off water.

Site operation. A guidance manual in narrative form, itemized to agree
with operational standards in 'R 3.0, which will provide the facility's
management and operating personnel with sufficient detailed information
to ensure that normal operations at the facility are performed in
accordance with the Regulations and with the facility's design and
operating cri teria.

Closure. See 'R 5.6.1.6.

Site maintenance. See 'It 5.6.4.1 and 5.6.4.2.

Type VI facilities. Plans and specifications for solid waste processing
facilities shall be in accordance with Guidelines issued by the Department.

Type VIII facilities or sites. Plans and specifications for beneficial use of
sludge shall be in accordance with provisions of Chapter SiX, and with
Guidelines issued by the Department.

Type IX and X facilities. Plans and specifications for Type IX and X
facilities shall be in accordance with guidance provided by the Department
on a case-by-case basis. See 'It 5.5

REQUEST FOR VARIANCE

Any request for variance shall be included in the narrative portion of the
application, and shall state explicitly the Regulation from which a variance
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is sought. The nature of the variance shall be clearly stated, and all
pertinent information shall be included to support the request, including:

a) technical design information and calculations where required; and

b) evaluation of the effects resulting from the variance, as compared
with the effects of following the Regulations; and

c) justification of the variance based on evaluation of adverse impacts
on public health and the environment that might result from the
variance.

CHAPTER SIX

BENEFICIAL USE OF TREATMENT PLANT SLUDGES BY LAND APPLICATION

6.0 GENERAL: The following regulations provide mInImUm standards for the
application of water and wastewater treatment plant sludges to land at
agronomic rates beneficial as a soil enrichment. It is the intent of these
RegUlations to restrict such land application to that which will benefit the
soil and enhance it for crop production and other vegetative growth.

6.1 Sludge management plans required. Sewage and water treatment slUdge
generators or applicators shall submit sludge management plans to reduce
the amount of site specific information needed for approval of individual
land application sites.

6.2 SlUdge generators with approved sludge management plans may distribute
or sell Level II and ill sludges provided the user completes and signs an
information sheet and an agreement to utilize the sludge in accordance
with these RegUlations.

6.3 The sludge generator must keep a record of sludge handled for at least five
(5) years after the expiration date of the permit. The sludge records must
include:

A. Date of shipment and applica tion

B. Weather conditions, when delivered

C. Location of sludge application site

D. Amount of sludge applied or delivered

E. Quality of slUdge

F. Sludge LIse agreements

G. Area of land applied
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GEOLOGIC FORMATION PARAMETERS

p = Primary lithology
s = Secondary litholo~y
pm = Associated with maJqr aquifer

Thin bedded
Thick bedded

= < 50 feet
= > 100 feet

Formation

Predominant Lithologies/
Aquifer Association

I I
ILS SS Sh Inbd Ign Evp Congl
I I

Bed
Thickness

I
Thin Med Thck I

I

SS
Grain
Size

FMC

Ada Fm. s s s pm
Admire Fm. p
Altamont Fm. p s
Antlers SS pm
Americus LS p
Arbucklw GP pm
Arkansas

Novaculite s s pm
Atoka Fm p s s s
Auburn Sh p
Bandera Fm s p
Barnsdale Fm s p s s
Batesville Fm p
Belle yity Fm s ssp
Bennington LS p
Bigfork Chert pm s s
Bird Creek LS p
Bison Shale ssp
Blackgum FM p
Blaine Fm s
Blakely SS p
Blaylock SS ssp
Boyd FM P s
Boggy Fm s ssp
Bokchito Fm ssp
Brownstown Mrl ssp
Brownville LS p
Burgen SS s p s
Butterfly Dol p
caddo Fm p s
calvin SS ssp
car 1ton Rhyl
Cedar Hills SS s s pm
Chanute Fm p s s
Chattanooga Sh s p
Checkerboard LS p s
Chickachoc Cher p s s
Chickasha Fm ssp
Cloud Chief Fm ssp
Coffeyville Fm s ssp
Colbert Porph

B-1

p

p

pm

s

s

s

s

s

s
s

s

s

s

x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x
x

x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x

x

x x x

x x x

x

x

x x x
x

x x x

x

x
x x x

x
x
x x x



Collier Sh s p s x
Colorado Gp s s p x x x
Cool Creek Fm p s x
Cotter Dol. p s
Cot tonwood LS p x
Crystal Mte SS s p s x x
Dakota Gp p x x
Delaware Ck Sh s p x
Denton Clay s p x
Dewey Limestone s s s p x x
Dockum Group s s p x x x x
Dog Creek Shal e s s pm s x x x
Dornick HIls Gp p s x
Doxey Shale p x x x
Duncan SS p s s s x x
Eagle Ford FM p x
Elk City SS s pm s s x
Elk Fork Member p s x x
Elmont LS p x
EIReno Group s s p s x
Exeter(En t rada)

Sandstone p x x
Fairmont Shale s p s x x x
Fayetteville FM p s
Fernvale Lmstne p x
Fite Limestone p
Flowerpot Shale s p s s x x x x
Ft. Ri Ley LS p x
Ft. Scot t LS s s s P
Ft. Si 11 LS P x
Frisco Fm p
Garber SS s s pm s x x x x
Goddard Shale s s p x
Goodland LS p x x
Grayhorse LS p x
Grayson Marl p s x
Hale Formation p s s
Hart Limestone p x
Hartshorne SS s s p x x
Hennessey Group s s p x
Herington LS p
Hi 11 top Fm s p s x x
Hindsvi lIe Fm p s
Hogshooter LS s s s p x x x x
Holdenvi lIe Fm s s s p s x
Honey Creek LS pm x x
Hughes Creek Sh p x
Hunton Group p s x
lola Limestone p s s x x x
Jackfork Group p s x x x x
Johnson Shale p x
Johns Valley Fm s s s p s x
Keokuk Fm s pm
Kiamichi Fm s p x x
Kingman Sltst s s P x x x x
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Kiowa Formation s s p s x x x
LaBette Fm s s s p
Lecompton Lmstn p x
Lenapah Fm p s
Limestone Gap p s s x x x x
Lung Creek Lmst p x
Lynne Mte.Fm s s p x x x x
McAlester Fm s s p x
McNutt Lmstn p x
Marlow Fro s pm s x x x
Mazarn Shale p x
Missouri Mtn Sh s s s p s x x
Moorefield Fm p s
Morrison Fm s s p s x
Morrowan-

Atoka Fm s s p x x x x
Nellie Bly Fm s s p s x x x x
Neva Limestone p x
Nowata Fm s s s p
Ogallala Fm s s s pm x x x x
Oi I Creek and

Jones Fm p s s x
Oologah Fm s s s p
Oscar Group s s s pm s x x
Ozan Forma t ion s s p x
Pawnee Fm p s
Pawpaw SS p x x
Pi tikin Fm p
Polk Creek Sh s s s p s x x
Poney Creek Sh p x
Post Oak Congl s s pm s x
Purgatoire Fm s s p x
Purcell SS s s p s x x x x x
Quarry Mtn.Fm p
Raggedy Mtn

Gabbro p x
Reading Lmstn p x
Reagan SS pm x x x
Red Eagle Lmstn p x
Reeds Spring Fm pm s
Roca Shale p x
Royer Dolomite p x
Rush Springs Fm pm s s x x
St. Joe Grp p s
Sallisaw Fm p s s
Salt Plains Fm s s p x x
San Angelo SS s s p s x
Savanna Fm s s s p x x x x
Seminole Fm s s p s x
Senora Fm s s s p x x
Severy-Aarde SS p x
Signal Mtn Lmst p x
Soper Lmstne p x
Spavinaw Granite p
Stanley Shale s p s x
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Stonebreaker Sh p x
Stuart Shale s s p x x x x
Sycamore and

Weldon Shale s p x x x
Sylvan Shale p x x
Tallant Fm s p s s x x x x x
Tenkiller Fm p
Thurman SS s s p s x x x x x
Timbered Hills

Group pm s s s x
Tishomingo and

Troy
Tokio Fm s p s x
Torpedo Fm p x x
Turkey Run LS p x
Tyner Fm p s s s
Union Valley Fm p s x x
Vamoosa Fm s s s pm s x x x x
Vanoss Group s s s p s x x
Viola Lmstne and

Bromide Fm s s s p x
Wakarusa Lmstne p x
Walnut Clay p x x
Wann Fm s p s s x x x x x
Wapanucka Fm p s x
Weatherford Gyp p x
Wellington Fm s s pm s x x
Weno CLay s p s x
West Spring Creek

& Kinblade Fm p s s x x
Wetumka Shale s s s p x
Wewoka Fm s s s p s x x x
Whi tehorse Grp s s p x x
Witchita
Granite Grp p x

Wi nf i el d Lms tne p x
Womble Shale s s s p x x
Woodbine Fm p s s x x x
Woodford Shale p x
Wreford Lmstne p x
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FORMATIONS BY GEOLOGIC TYPE AREAS

Marlo Formation (Major Aquifer)
Elm Fork Member
Flowerpot Shale
Eagle Ford Formation
Bokchito Formation
Kiamichi Formation
Walnut Clay
Woodford Shale
Sylvan Shale
Ozan Forma ti on
Brownstown Marl
Weno Clay
Denton Clay
Nelly Bly Formation
Goddard Shale
Delaware Creek Shale
Sycamore Shale
Welden Shale
Stanley Shale
Mazarn Shale
Collier Shale
Kiowa Bormation
Doxey Shale
Chattanooga Shale
Fairmont Shale
Bandera Formation
Roca Shale
Johnson Shale
Hughes Creek Shale
Admire Shale
Pony Creek Shale
Stonebreaker Shale
Auburn Shale
Severy-Aarde Shale
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Rush Springs Formations (Major Aquifer)
Duncan Sandstone
Woodbine Formation
Antlers Sandstone (Major Aquifer)
Reagan Sandstone (major Aquifer)
Tokio Formation
Pawpaw Sandstone
Hilltop Formation
Jack Fork Group
Blakely Sandstone
Crystal Mountian Sandstone
Dakota Group
Elk City Sandstone (Major Aquifer)
Burgen Sandstone
Tallant Formation
Barnsdale Formation
Wann Formation
Chanute Formation
Batesville Formation
Exeter (Entrada) Sandstone
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Cloudchief Formation
Whitehorse Group
E1Reno Group
Dog Creek Shale (Major Aquifer)
San Angelo Sandstone
Post Oak Conglomerate (Major Aquifer)
Hennessey Group
Garber Sandstone (Major Aquifer)
Wellington Formation (Major Aquifer)
Oscar Group (Major Aquifer)
Viola Limestone-Bromide Formation
Arkansas Novaculite (Major Aquifer)
Missouri Mountain Shale
Blaylock Sandstone
Polk Creek Shale
Womble Shale
Lynne Mountain Formation
Chickasha Formation
Bison Shale
Purcell Sandstone
Vanoss Group
Ada Formation (major Aquifer)
Vamossa Formation (Major Aquifer)
Belle City Formation
Coffeeville (Francise) Formation
Seminole Formation
Holdenville Formation
Wewoka Formation
Wetumka Shale Galvin Sandstone
Senora Formation
Stuart Shale
Thurman Sandstone
Boggy Formation
Savanna Formation
McAlester Formation
Hartshorne Sandstone
Morrowan-Atokan Formation
Johns Valley Formation
Salt Plains Formation
Cedar Hills Sandstone (Major Aquifer)
Kingman Siltstone
Dewey Limestone
Hogshooter Limestone
Torpedo Formation
Nowata Formation
Oologah Formation
LaBette Formation
Ft. Scott Formation
Colorado Group
Purgatoire Formation
Morrison Formation
Dockum Group
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CARBONATE

Arbuckle Group (Major Aquifer)
Timbered Hills Group (Major Aquifer)
Graysn Mar 1
Bennington Limestone
caddo Formation
Goodland Limestone
Hunton Group
Fernvale Limestone
Bigfork Chert (Major Aquifer)
Oil Creek Formation
Jones Formation
West Spring Creek Formation
Kinblade Formation
Cool Creek Formation
MCKinzie Hill Formation
Butterfly Dolomite
Royer Dolomite
Ft. Sill Limestone
Signal Mountain Limestone
Honey Creek Limestone (Major Aquifer)
McNutt Limestone
Soper Limestone
Atoka Formation
Wapanucka Formation
Union Valley Formation
Dornic~ Hills Group
Chickachoc Chert
Limeston Gap
Bloyd Formation
Hale Formation
Pitikin Formation
Fayetteville Formation
Hindsville Formation
Moorefield Formation
Reeds Spring Formation (Major Aquifer)
St. Joe Group
Sallisaw Formation
Frisco Formation
Quarry Mountain Formation
Tenkiller Formation
Blackgum Formation
Cotter Dolomite
Fite Limestone
Tyner Formation
lola Limestone
Checkerboard Limestone
Lenapah Formation
Altamont Formation
Pawnee Forma ti on
Herington Limestone
Neva Limestone
Hart Limestone
Winfield Limestone
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Ft. Riley Limestone
Wreford Limestone
Cottonwood Limestone
Red Eagle Limestone
Long Creek Limestone
Americul Limestone
Brownwille Limestone
Gray Horse Limestone
Elmont Limestone
Reading Limestone
Wakarusea Limestone
Bird Creek Limestone
Turkey Run Limestone
Lecompton Limestone



Weatherford Gypsum Formation
Blaine Formation (Major Aquifer)

Carlton Fhyolite
Wichita Mountain Granite Group
Raggedy Mountain Gabbro
Colbert Porphyry
Tishomingo Granite
Troy Grani te
Spavinaw Granite

Ogallala Formation (Major Aquifer)
Keokuk Formation (Major Aquifer)
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MAslQR_AQUIEER_EQRMATlQH

Alluvium
Dune Sands
Terrace Deposits
Ogallala Formation
Antlers Sandstone
Elk City Sandstone
Rush Springs Sandstone
Marlow Formation
Blain Formation
Dog Creek Formation
Cedar Hills Sandstone
Garber Sandstone,
Wellington Pormation
Oscar Group
Yamossa Formation
Ada Group
Noxie Sandstone
Keokuk Formation
Reeds Spring Formation
Arkansas Movaculite
Big Fork Chert
Roubidoux Formation
Gasconsde Formation
Eminence Formation
Simpson Group
Arbuck),e Group
Timbered Hills Group
Post Oak Conglomerate
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5. HIGH PLAINS

(Thick alluvial deposits over fractured sedimentary rocks)

The High plains region occupies an area of 450,000 km 2 extending from
South Dakota to Texas. The plains are a remnant of a great alluvial plain
bUilt in Miocene time by streams that flowed east from the Rocky Mountains. The
plain originally extended from the foot of the mountains to a terminous some
hundreds.of kilometers east of its present edge. Erosion by streams has
removed a large part of the once extensive plain, including all of the part
adjacent to the mountains, except in a small area in southeastern Wyoming.

The original depositional surface of the alluvial plain is still almost
unmodified in large areas, especially in Texas and New Mexico, and forms a
flat, imperceptibly eastward-sloping tableland that ranges in altitude from
about 2,000 m near the Rocky Mountains to about 500 m along its eastern edge.
The surface of the southern High Plains contains numerous shallow circular
depressions, called playas, that intermittently contain water following heavy
rains. Some geologists believe these depressions are due to solution of
soluble materials by percolating water and accompanying compaction of the
alluvium•• Other significant topographic features include sand dunes, which are
especially prevalent in central and northern Nebraska, and wide, downcut
valleys of streams that flow eastward across the area from the Rocky Mountains.

The High Plains region is underlain by one of the most productive and most
intensively developed aquifers in the United States. The allUVial materials
derived from the Rocky Mountains, which are referred to as the Ogallala
Formation, are the dominant geologic unit of the High plains aquifer. The
Ogallala ranges in thickness from a few meters to more than 200 m and consists
of poorly sorted and generally unconsolidated clay, sil t, sand, and gravel.

Younger alluvial materials of Quaternary age overlie the Ogallala
Formation of late Tertiary· age in most parts of the High Plains. Where these
deposits are saturated, they form a part of the High Plains aquifer; in parts
of south-central Nebraska and central Kansas, where the Ogallala is absent,
they comprise the entire aquifer. The Quaternary deposits are composed largely
of material derived from the Ogallala and consist of alluvial deposits of
gravel, sand, silt, and clay and extensive areas of sand dunes. The most
extensive area of dune sand occurs in the Sand Hills area north of the Platte
River in Nebraska.

Other, older geologic units that are hydrologically connected to the
Ogallala thus form a part of the High Plains aquifer include the Arikaree Group
of Miocene age and a small part of the underlying Brule Formation. The
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Arikaree Group underlies the Ogallala in parts of western Nebraska,
southwestern South Dakota, southeastern Wyoming, and northeastern Colorado. It
is predominantly a massive, very fine to fine-grained sandstone that locally
contains beds of volcanic ash, silty sand, and sandy clay. The maximum
thickness of the Arikaree is about 300 m, in western Nebraska. The Brule
Formation of Oligocene age underlies the Arikaree. In most of the area in
which it occurs, the Brule forms the base of the High Plains aquifer. However,
in the southeastern corner of Wyoming and the adjacent parts of Colorado and
Nebraska, the Brule contains fractured sandstones hydraulically interconnected
to the overlying Arikaree Group; in this area the Brule is considered to be a
part of the High Plains aquifer.

In the remainder of the region, the High Plains aquifer is underlain by
several formations, ranging in age from Cretaceous to Permian and composed
principally of shale, limestone, and sandstone. The oldest of these, of
Permian age, underlies parts of northeastern Texas, western Oklahoma, and
central Kansas and contains layers of relatively soluble minerals including
gypsum, anhydrite, and halite (common salt) which are dissolved by circulating
ground water. Thus, water from the rocks of Permian age is relatively highly
mineralized and not usable for irrigation and other purposes ~hat require
freshwater. The older formations in the remainder of the area contain
fractured sandstones and limestones interconnected in parts of the area with
the High Plains aquifer. Although these formations yield freshwater, they are
not widely used as water sources.

Prior to the erosion that removed most of the western part of the
Ogallala, the High plains aquifer was recharged by the streams that flowed onto
the plain from the mountains to the west as well as by local precipitation.
The only source of recharge now is local precipitation, which ranges from about
400 mm along the western boundary of the region to about 600 mm along the
eastern boundary. Precipitation and ground-water recharge on the High Plains
vary in an east-west direction, but recharge to the High Plains also varies in
a north-south direction. The average annual rate of recharge has been

. determined to range from about 5 mm in Texas and New Mexico to about 100 mm in
the Sand Hills in Nebraska. This large difference is explained by differences
in evaporation and transpiration and by differences in the Permeability of the
surficial materials.

In some parts of the High Plains, especially in the southern part, the
near-surface layers of the Ogallala have been cemented with lime (calcium
carbonate) to form a material of relatively low permeability called caliche.
Precipitation on areas underlain by caliche soaks slowly into the ground. Much
of this precipitation collects in playas that are underlain by silt and clay,
which hamper infiltration, with the result that most of the water is lost to
evaporation. During years of average or below average precipitation, all or
nearly all of the precipitation is returned to the atmosphere by
evapotranspiration. Thus, it is only during years of excessive precipitation
that significant recharge occurs and this, as noted above, averages only about
5 mm per year in the southern part of the High Plains.

In the Sand Hills area of Nebraska, the lower evaporation and
transpiration and the permeable sandy soil results in about 20 percent of the
precipitation (or about 100 mm annually) reaching the water table as recharge.
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The water table of the High Plains aquifer has a general slope toward the
southeast of about 2 to 3 m per km (10 to 15 ft per mile). Gutentag and Weeks
(1980) estimate, on the basis of the average hydraulic gradient and aquifer
characteristics, that water moves through the aquifer at a rate of about 0.3 m
(1 ft) per day.

Natural discharge from the aquifer occurs to streams, springs, saline
lakes and seeps along the eastern boundary of the plains, and by evaporation
and transpiration in areas where the water table is within a few meters of the
land surface. However, at present the largest discharge is probably through
wells. The widespread occurrence of permeable layers of sand and gravel, which
permit the construction of large-yield wells almost any place in the region,
has led to the development of an extensive agricultural economy largely
dependent on irrigation. Gutentag and Weeks (1980) estimate that in 1977 about
3.7 x 1010m3 (30,000,000 acre-ft) of water was pumped from more than
168,000 wells to irrigate about 65,600 km2 (16,210,000 acres). Most of this
water is derived from ground-water storage, resulting in a long-term continuing
decline in ground-water levels in parts of the region of as much as 1 m per
year. The lowering of the water table has resulted in a 10 to 50 percent
reduction in the saturated thickness of the High Plains aquifer in an area of
130,000 km2 (12,000 mi2). The largest reductions have occurred in the
Texas panhandle and in parts of Kansas and New Mexico.

The depletion of ground-water storage in the High Plains, as reflected in
the decline in the water table and the reduction in the saturated thickness, is
a matter of increasing concern in the region. However, from the standpoint of
the region as a whole, the depletion does not yet represent a large part of the
storaie that is available for use. Weeks and Gutentag (1981) estimate, on the
basis of a specific yield of 15 percent of the total volume of saturated
material, that the available (usable) storage in 1980 was about 4 x 1012m3
(3.3 billion acre-ft). Luckey, Gutentag, and Weeks (1981) estimate that this
is only about 5 percent less than the storage that was available at the start
of withdrawals. However, in areas where intense irrigation has long been
practiced, depletion of storage is severe.
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HYDROGEOLOGIC DATA SOOR~S

National Sources of Data:

Storet
Watstore
Nawdex
National Water Weill Association (NWWA)
U.S. Geological Survey (U.S.G.S.)
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)

State of Oklahoma Sources of Data

Oklahoma Water Resources Board (OWRB)
Oklahoma State Department of Health (OSDH)
Oklahoma State Geological Survey (OSGS)
Oklahoma Center for Water Research (OCIR)
Riley's Log Library

Others:
'I1les is

University of Oklahoma
Oklahoma State University
Tulsa University
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OKLAHOMA GEOLOGICAL SURVEY

CHAIlLES J. MANKIN, Director

HYDROLOGIC ATLAS 1

RBooNNAIllSANCB OF THE WATER REsoUXCBS OF THE FOIlT SMITH QuADBANCLB

EAsr-CBNTIlAL OKLAHOMA

by

MELVIN V. MARmn:JI

Prepand in cooperation with
United State. Geological Survey
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Scale
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OKLAHOMA GEOLOGICAL SURVEY

CHAIlU'S J. MANKIN. Director

HYDROLOGIC ATLAS 2

RECONNAISSANCE OF THE WATER REsOURCES OF THE TuLSA QUADRANGLE

NORTHEASTERN OKLAHOMA

by
MELVIN V. MARCHER AND Roy H. BINGHAM

Prepared in cooperation with
United States Geological Survey
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Scale
1:250,000

University of Oklahoma
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OKLAHOMA GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
CHAaus J. MAN1mI, Diret:tDr

Hydrologic Atlas 3

RECONNAIS8ANCE OF THE WATER RESOURCES OF THE ARDMORE
AND SHERMAN QUADRANGLES, SOUTHERN OKLAHOMA

By

DoNALD L. HART, JR.
U.s. Geological Survey

Prepared in cooperation with
UNITZD STAT1!8 GEOLOGICAL SURVEY

Scale 1:250,000
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MAP HA.A WATER RESOURCES OF C;;'LAHOMA c. .. 1 QUAQftAN(iLIt, OKL.AHOMA

OKLAHOMA GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
Charles J. Mankin, Director

HYDROLOGIC ATLAS 4

RECONNAISSANCE OF THE WATER RESOURCES OF THE OKLAHOMA CITY QUADRANGLE

CENTRAL OKLAHOMA

By

Roy H. BINGHAM and RoBERT L. MOORE
U.S. GeoIoPeal Survey

Prepued in COOperatiOD with
UN1'RD &rATU Q.aLOQ1CAL SURVSY

Scale 1:250,000

The Uolvereity of Oklahoma
Normua

18n



MAP HA.5 WATER RESOURCES OF CLINTON QUADRANGLE, OKLAHOMA

OKLAHOMA GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
Charles J. Mankin, Director

HYDROLOGIC ATLAS 5

RECONNAISSANCE OF THE WATER RESOURCES OF THE CLINTON QUADRANGLE
WEST-CENTRAL OKLAHOMA

By

JERRY E. CARR and DERoy L. BERGMAN
U.S. Geological Survey

Prepared in cooperation with
UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY

Scale 1:250,000

The UniverBity or Oklahoma
Norman

1976



MAP .......e W ...TER RESOURCES OF LAWTON OU"'ORANGLE, OKL"'HOMA

OKLAHOMA GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
Charles J. Mankin, Director

HYDROLOGIC ATLAS 6

RECONNAISSANCE OF THE WATER RESOURCES OF THE LAWTON QUADRANGLE

SoUTHWESTERN OKLAHOMA

By

JOHN S. HAVENS
U.S. Geological Survey

Prepared in cooperation with
UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY

Scale 1:250,000

The UDivonlty of Oklahoma
No........

1977



MAP ...A_7 WATER RESOURCES OF ENID QUADRANGL.E. OKLAHOMA

OKLAHOMA GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
Charles J. Mankin, Director

HYDROLOGIC ATLAS 7

RECONNAISSANCE OF THE WATER RESOURCES OF THE ENID QUADRANGLE
NORTH-CENTRAL OKLAHOMA

By

Roy H. BINGHAM AND DERoy L. BERGMAN
U.S. Geological Survey

Prepend in cooperation with
UNITED STATU GItOLOQICAL SURVBY

Scale 1:250,000

The Unlvenlty of Oklahoma
No........

1980
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MAP HA-8 WATER RESOURCES OF WooOWARD QUADRANGLE. OKLAH'

OKLAHOMA GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
Charles J. Mankin, Director

HYDROLOGIC ATLAS 8

RECONNAISSANCE OF THE WATER RESOURCES OF THE WOODWARD QUADRANGLE
NORTHWESTERN OKLAHOMA

By

RoBERT B. MORTON
U.S. Geologic..l Survey

Prepared in cooperation with
UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY

100"

Scale 1:250,000

The Unlvenity of Oklahoma
Norman



MAP HA..a WATER RESOURCES OF Me ALESTER-'T'EXARKNtA aw.DRN«iLfS. 0K1.AH0MA

OKLAHOMA GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
CIIA1lLES J. MAmuN, Director

Hydrologic Atlas 9

RECONNAJBSANCE OF THE WATER RESOURCES OF THE MCALESTER

AND, TExARKANA QUADRANGLES, SOUTHEASTERN OKLAHOMA

By

MELVIN V. MARcllERAND DERoy L. BERGMAN
U.S. Geological Survey

PreparecI in cooperation with
UNmm STATES GEoLOGICAL SuRVEY

Scale 1:250,000
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DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY

I

PREPARED IN COOPERATION WITH THE

OKLAHOMA WATER RESOURCES BOARD

RECONNAISSANCE OF THE GROUND-WATER RESOURCES
OF CIMARRON COUNTY, OKLAHOMA

. By
D. B. Sapik, and R. L. Goemaat

•

HYDROLOGIC INVESTIGATIONS
ATLAS HA-373

PUBLISHED BY THE U. S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
WASHINGTON, D.C. 202·42

1973
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GROUND WATER RESOURCES
OF THE RUSH SPRINGS SANDSTONE

OF SOUTHWESTERN OKLAHOMA

HYDROLOGIC INVESTIGATIONS
PUBLICATION 72

1976

Required by: 82 O.S. Supplement 1972. § 1020.4
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DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY

PREPARED IN COOPERATION WITH THE

OKLAHOMA WATER RESOURCES BOARD

,

PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATIONS OF THE HYDROGEOLOGY
OF THE PERMIAN TO TERTIARY ROCKS OF THE

OKLAHOMA PANHANDLE

By

Robert B. Morton

. MISCELLANEOUS GEOLOGIC INVESTIGATIONS
MAP 1-738

RECE1VEO

.' j.\1'1 1 -1 1975

ol\l.A. ViAl i:.R RESOURCES BOARD.
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DEPARTMENT OF' THE INTERIOR
UNITED STATES GEOLOOICAL SURVEY

PREPARED IN COOPERATION WITH

THE OKLAHOMA CORPORATION COMMISSION
AND OKLAHOMA WATER RESOURCES BOARD

BASE OF FRESH· GROUND WATER
IN SOUTHERN OKLAHOMA

By
Donald L. Hart, Jr.

HYDROLOOIC INVESTIGATIONS
ATLAS HA-223

PUBLISHED BY THE U. S. GEOLOGICAL SURVEY
WASHINGTON. O. c.

1966
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GROUNO·WATER RESOURCES IN OKLAHOMA

OKLAHOMA STATE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
Joan K. Leavitt, M.D., Commissioner of Health

MAPS SHOWING PRINCIPAL GROUND·WATER RESOURCES
AND RECHARGE AREAS IN OKLAHOMA:

Sheet 1 - Unconsolidated Alluvium and Terrace Dep!,sits
and

Sheet 2 - Bedrock Aquifers and Recharge Areas

Compiled by
Kenneth S. Jaholon

Oklahoma Geological Swvey

Scale, 1:500,000
1983

Prepared in cooperation with Oklahoma Geological Survey
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Thickness (m) =
porosity (n) =
velocity (v) =

Dispersion:

28 Ft.
1'l.2

.1'l3 Ft/day

SHALE

Dx =ll'l Ft 2/day

Dy = 2 Ft 2/day

Retardation (Rd) = 1

volume Flow Rate = 225 Ft3/day

Source Concentration (Co) = ll'll'l mg/l

Mass Flow Rate (QCo) = (22,51'l1'l Ft 3/day) (ll'll'l mg/l)

or 6.23 X 11'l-5 Lb/day

Xo = 333.3 Ft

TO = loll X 11'l4

Where Xo = Dx/V = 11'l/.1'l3 = 333.3 Ft

days Where TD = Rdox/V 2 = (l) (11'l)/{.1'l3)2=

Qd = 1.25 Ft3/day Where QO = nm Dx Dy =

(1'l.2) (28) (lfl) (2) = 1.25

Application 1: Solve for concentration when distance (X) =751'l Ft
and time = infinity (steady state)

plot the following on the nomograph:

A: X/XD =751'l Ft/333.3 Ft = 2.25

B: t/TD = Steady state (use steady state line)

C: Intersection of line with vertical scale on right side of
nomograph

D: QCo/Qd = 6.23 X 11'l-5LB/day/l.25 Ft 3/day =

4.98 X 11'l-5Lb/ ft 3

E: Read concentration directly from vertical scale for
concentration (mg/l).

B-3



SHALE

APPLICATION I' CONCENTRATION

AT 750 FEET AND STEADY STATE

C
(mg/O

I t

10

10-2

E-I.6xIO- 2 mgtl

103 107

104 " 108

10!! 109

1010

10-2
10-e

o
--fof-r='5":jl 0-1

QCo
10-4 -I"'Q;"

(mg/J)

10-3 10 !
10-2 10

2

10-' 10
3

QCO 104
Qol

(tb/ft
3

) 10!!
~ 10

"106
102 -

1,000 10.000 100,000

1000 I: ~\bl

2.000
5,000

10.000 \ l "LI b
20,000

50.000

NOMOGRAPH FOR
PLUME CENTER-LINE

x
Xo

100

STEADY STATE
(t _00)

t -I 251020to

I A=2.2~ 10



THICKNESS = 2B.0000 FT
POROSITY = .200000
VELOCITY = • 300000E-Ol FT/D

)( DISPERSION = 10.0000 FT2/D
Y DISPERSION = 2.00000 FT2/D

RETARDATION = 1. 00000
DECAY GAMMA = 1. 00000

X Y START VOLUIlE SOURCE
LOCATION LOCATION AREA TIllE FLOW RATE CONCENTR.
(FT (FT (FT2 (DAYS (FT3/D ) (IlG/L )

.000000 .000000 250000. .000000 225.000 100.000

SAIlPLE TIllE = 3650.00 DAYS
X SCALE 1. 00000 FT
Y SCALE 1. 00000 FT
CONCENTRATION 1.00000 IlGIL

X
Y 0 75 150 225 300 375 450 525 600 675 750

375 0 a 0 a a 0 0 0 0 0 a

300 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 a 0

225 7 7 7 6 5 3 2 1 1 0 0

150 31 32 30 24 18 12 8 5 3 1 1

75 115 113 92 67 45 29 17 10 5 3 1

0 -1 295 166 103 64 39 23 13 7 3 1

-75 115 113 92 67 45 29 17 10 5 3 1

-150 31 32 30 24 18 12 8 5 3 1 1

-225 7 7 7 6 5 3 2 1 1 a 0

-300 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 a 0 0 0

-375 0 0 0 a 0 a 0 0 a 0 0

WORST APPROXIIlATION = +- 209. X.
1 SOURCE(S) SHOWN AS • -1- ..

COIlIlAND?



Thickness
porosity
velocity

(m) =
(n) =
(v) =

28 Ft.
.25

28 Ft/day

SANDSTONE

Dispersion:

Ox = 75 Ft2/day

Oy = 15 Ft 2/day

Retardation (Rd) = 1

Volume Flow Rate = 225 Ft3/day

Source concentration (Co) = 100 mg/l

Mass Flow Rate (QCo) = (22.500 Ft3/day) (100mg/l)

OR 6.23 X l0- 5Lb/day

Xo = 2.67 FT Where Xo = 0x/v = 75 Ft2/day/28 FT/day =2.67 Ft

TO = 8.3. X 10-4 Where TO= Rd ox/v2 =(1) (75)/(2.67)2 = 7.17 days

Where QO = nm Ox Oy =

(.25) (28) (75) (15) = 234.8 Ft3/day

Application 1: Solve for concentration when distance (X) = 750 Ft
and time equals infinity (steady state).

plot the following on the nomograph:

A: X/XO = 750Ft/2.67 Ft =280.9

B: t/To = Steady state (use steady state line)

c: Intersection of line with vertical scale on right side of
nomograph.

0: QCo/Qd = 6.23 X 10- 5 Lb/day/234.8 Ft 3/day =

2.65 X l0- 7Lb/Ft 3

E: Read concentration directly from vertical scale for
concentration (mg/l).

B-4



C
(mg/O

I l

10

10- 4

Ez 9xIO-~ mQ/1

10-1

QCo
10-4- -I QD

(mg/I)

10-3 10 !
10-2 102

10-L ~103

QCo .104
QDI

(lb/ft
3

) 10'·

t10 •. 6

102 -10

103 10
7

104 10
8

10' 10
9

1010

c

. .

o

looA=280.9I,OOO 10,000 100,000
X

X"

NOMOGRAPH FOR
PLUME CENTER-LINE

CONCENTRATION
STEADY STATE

(t_ oo)

SANDSTONE
APPLICATION I' CONCENTRATION

AT 750 FEET AND 3650 DAYS

10

1-.1 2 51020to





Thickness
Porosity
Velocity

(m) =
(n) =
(v) =

FRACTURED CARBONATE

28 Ft.
.4

28 Ft/day

Oispersion

Ox = 81il Ft2/day

Oy = llil Ft2/day

Retardation (Rd) = 1

Volume Flow Rate = 225 Ft 3/day

Source Concentration (Co) = llillil mg/l

Mass Flow Rate (Qco) = (22,51il1il Ft 3/day) (Ilillilmg/1)

OR 6.23 X llil- 5Lb.day.

Xo = 2.86 Ft. Where Xo = 0x/V = 81il Ft2/day/28 Ft/day =

2.86 Ft.

TO = 1.~2 X llil- l oays Where TO = Rd ox/v2 =
(1) (81il)/(28)2 = 1.Iil2 X a-I

Qo = 316.8 Ft3/day Where QO = nm Ox oy =

(.4)(28) (81il) (I1il) = 316.8

Application 1: Solve for concentration when distance (X) = 751il Ft.
and time equals infinity (steady state).

plot the following on the nomograph:

A: X/XO = 75IilFt/2.86Ft = 262.2

B: t/TO = Steady State (use Steady state line)

C: Intersection of line with vertical scale on right side of
nomograph.

0: Qco/Qd = 6.23 Xllil- 5Lb/day/ 316.8 Ft 3/day =
1.97 X llil- 7 Lb./ft 3

E: Read concentration directly from vertical scale for
concentration (mg/l).

B-5



FRACTURED CARBONATE
APPLICATION I' CONCENTRATION

AT 750 FEET AND 3650 DAYS

C
(mg/Il

I !

10

O-!!- ~IO-I
. QCo

10-4- ~ I (fo"""
(mg/I)

10-3~~10 !
10-2 -102

10-1 10
3

QCO .104
QDI

(Ibm
3

) "IO!!-llO-
102 10

6

103 10
7

104 - 108

10!!- -10
9

10'0

1.000 ;: ~\l

2.000
5.000

10.000 ',HI
20,000

50.000

B

""o::--------~c

100 A=262.21,ooo 10,000 100,000

1
Xo

NOMOGRAPH FOR
PLUME CENTER-LINE

CONCENTRATION
STEADY STATE

Ct _00)

10

•
I I II'
~ ~ ~ -

.L. 1 2 51020to



• lu

FRACTURED CARBONATE
PERPENDICULAR TO GRADIENT

THICKNESS = 28.0000 FT
POROSITY = .400000
VELOCITY = 28.0000 FT/D

X DISPERSION = 80.0000 FT2/D
Y DISPERSION = 10.0000 FT2/D

RETARDATION = 1. 00000
DECAY GAIlIlA = 1. 00000

X Y START VOLUIlE SOURCE
LOCATION LOCATION AREA TIllE FLOW RATE CONCENTR.
(FT (FT (FT2 <DAYS (FT3/D ) (IlG/L )

• 000000 .000000 250000. .000000 225.000 100.000

SAIlPLE TIllE = 3650.00 DAYS
X SCALE 1.00000 FT
Y SCALE 1. 00000 FT
CONCENTRATION 1. 00000 IlG/L

X
Y a 75 150 225 300 375 450 525 600 675 750

375 a a a a a a a a a a 0

300 a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 a 0

225 a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 a 0 0

150 0 0 0 0 0 a 0 a 0 0 0

75 0 a 0 a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 -1 4 3 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1

-75 0 0 0 a a 0 0 0 a a 0

-150 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 a a a

-225 0 0 0 a 0 a 0 0 a 0 0

-300 0 0 a 0 0 0 a 0 0 0 0

-375 a 0 a 0 a 0 0 a a 0 a

WORST APPROXIMATION = +- .210E+05".
1 SOURCE(S) SHOWN AS • -1-.

COMMAND?



Thickness
porosity
velocity

(m) =
(n) =
(v) =

UNCONSOLIDATED SAND

28 Ft.
.4

2.8 Ft/day

Dispersion:

Dx = 75 Ft/day

Dy = 15 Ft/day

Retardation (Rd) = 1

Volume Flow Rate = 225 Ft/day

Source Concentration (Co) = 133 mg/l

Mass Flow Rate (Qco) = (22,533 Ft 3/day) (133 mg/l) OR

6.23 X 13- 5 Lb/day

Xo = 26.8 Ft

TD = 9.6 Days

Where Dx/V = 75/2.8 = 26.8 Ft

Where TD = (Rd) (DX)/V 2 = (1) (75)/(2.8) 2 =

9.6 Days

Where Qo = nm Dx oy =
(.4) (28) (75) (15) = 375.7 Ft 3/day

Application 1: Solve for concentration when distance (X) = 753 Ft.
and time equals infinity (steady state).

Plot the following on the nomograph:

A: X/Xo = 753 Ft/ 26.8 Ft = 27.99

B: t/Td = Steady state (use steady state line)

c: Intersection of line with vertical scale on right side of
nomograph.

D: QCo / Qd = 6.23 X 13- 5Lb/day/ 375.7 Ft 3/day =
1.66 X 13-7Lb/ft 3

E: Read concentration directly from vertical scale for
concentration (mg/l).

B-6



UNCONSOLIDATED SAND

APPLICATION I' CONCENTRATION
AT 750 FEET AND 3650 DAYS -3

10

C
(mg/l)

I !

10- 4

-4
E"1.6x10 mgll

10

10" '~107

104 -108

10~' 10
9

1010

-9
10

10-1 ·-10"

QCo
QDI

(Ib/ft")
!10

102 10
6

c

1,000 10,000 100,000

1.000 ,~Lli

2.000
5.~.ooo ;; 'L II

20,000
50.000

X
Xn

NOMOGRAPH FOR
PLUME CENTER-LINE

CONCENTRATION
STEADY STATE
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• IG
UNCONSOLIDATED SAND

THICKNESS = 28.0000 FT
POROSITY = .400000
VELOCITY = 2.80000 FT/D

X DISPERSION = 75.0000 FT2/D
Y DISPERSION = 15.0000 FT2/D

RETARDATION = 1. 00000
DECAY GAI1I1A = 1. 00000

X Y START VOLUI1E SOURCE
LOCATION LOCATION AREA TII1E FLOW RATE CONCENTR.
(FT (FT ) (FT2 (DAYS ) (FT3/D ) (I1G/L )

• 000000 .000000 250000• .000000 225.000 100.000

SAI1PLE TII1E = 3650.00 DAYS
X SCALE 1.00000 FT
Y SCALE 1. 00000 FT
CONCENTRATION 1.00000 I1G/L

X
Y 0 75 150 225 300 375 450 525 600 675 750

375 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

300 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

225 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

150 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1

75 0 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

0 -1 10 7 6 5 5 4 4 4 3 3

-75 0 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

-150 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1

-225 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

-300 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

-375 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

WORST APPROXII1ATION = +- • 150E+04X.
1 SOURCE(S) SHOWN AS • -1-.

COI1I1AND?
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BORBII>LE GHOPHYSICAL alIIPANIKS

I. century Geophysical Company

Tulsa, Ok. 74115
Telephone (918) 838-9811

Natural ('.enma
Resistance (Single Point)
Spontaneous Potential
TelllllPerature
Fluid Resistivity
Focused Genma-('.nma Density
Caliper (Single and 3 Arm)
Neutron-Neutron Porosity
Deviation
KOT (Potassium, Uranium and Thorium)

Sonic

II. Dresser Atlas, Inc.
P.O. Box 6504
Houston, Tx. 77265

Resistivity Tools
Induction Electrolog
Dual Induction-Focused
Dual Laterlog
Mini log
Micro Lateroiog
Proximity Minilog
Dielectric Log

Radioactivity Tools
Compensated Neutron Log
Compensated Densilog
Sidewall Epithermal Neutron Log
('.eama Ray-Neutron Log
Spectralog
Dual Detector Neutron Lifetime Log
PDK-IOO
Carbon/Oxygen Log
Multiparameter Spectroscopy Instrument
Perforating-Formation-Collar Log

Acoustic Tools
Borehole Compmensated Acoustilog
Long Spaced BHC AcoustiIog
Circumferential Acoustilog
Acoustic cement Bond Log
Borehole Televiewer
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Borehole Sewsmic Services
Synthetic Seismogram
Velocity Survey
Vertical Seismic Profile

III. Gearhart Industries, Inc.
P.O. Box 1258
Ft. Worth, Tx. 16101
Telephone: (811) 293-1300

Resistivity Tools
Induction Electric Log (IEL)
Dual Induction Log (DIL)
Big Hole Induction (BB)
Dual Laterolog (DLL)
Micro-Spherically Focussed Log (MSFL)
Microlog (MEL)
Micro-Laterolog (MLL)
Dielectric COnstant Log (DCL)
Slim Hole Induction-Short Normal

Porosity Tools
Spectral Litho Density (SLD)
COmpensated DeDlri ty Log (<DL)

. COmpensated Neutron Log (eNS)
Sidewall Epithermal Neutron (SNL)
Borehole COmpensated Sonic Log (BCS)
Long Space Sonic Log (LSS)
Slim Hole COmpensated Density-nemma Ray

Gemma Ray Tools
('4mma Ray Tool (m)
Spectral ('4mma Ray Tool (Sm)

Special ty Tools
Selective Formation Tester (SFT)
Six Arm Dipmeter
Four Electrode Dipmeter (FED)
Hard Rock COring Tool (HRCT)
Sidewall COring Tool (SWC)

Logging Tools
('4mma Ray-Neutron-OCL
cement Bond Log/m-N «(]IL)
Pulse Echo Tool (PET)
Pulsed Neutron Log
Multi-Arm caliper
X-Y caliper
Radial Differential Temperature (ROT)
Temperature Log
Borehole Audio Tracer (BATS)
Freepint Indicator and Backoff System
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IV. Mineral Logging Systems, Inc.
P.O. Box 40498
Ft. Worth, Tx. 76140
Telephone: (817) 293-1777

'C,e1JlJl8 Ray/<X:L
Neutron/<X:L
C41J1J18 Ray/Neutron
c,e1JlJl8 Ray/Tracer
Shooting C,e1JlJl8 Ray
G81J1J18 Ray/Density
Bulk Density
Compensated Density
High Resolution Density
Fluid Density
Ore Logging
Motorized Injector
Temperature
Flow Meter
Sonic Bond
Compensated Sonic
X-Y Caliper
Caliper
Fluid Resistivity
Fluid Sampler
Guard
Micro-Log
E-Log
Free Point

v. Schlumerger Well Services
5000 Gulf Freeway
P.O. Gox 2175
Houston, Tx. 77001
Telephone (713) 928-4000

Resistivity Logging
Dual Induction Log
Dual IA.taerolog
Microspherically Focused Log
Proximity Microresistivity Logs

Porosity Analysis and Lithology Identification
Litho-Density Log
Compensated Neutron Log
Borehole-Compensated Sonic Log
Electromagnetic Propogation Log
Natural GRIJIJI8 Ray Spelctrometry Log
Nuclear Magnetism Log
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Combination Logs and Formation Evaluations
Dual Induction/Sonic Log
COmpensated Heuton/Litho-Density Log
Triple Combo Log
Cyberloolt Log
Litbo-Densit, ~ickloolt Log
Litbo-Analysls Log
VOlan Log
Global Processing
Global Rig Log
Global Dual Water Log
Producibility Log
Logs for Drilling Engineers
Compaction Log
Borebole Profile-cement Volume Log
Directional Log
True Vertical Depth Log
Mecbanical Properties Log
Sand Strengtb Analysis Log
Pracbite Log

Geology and Geopbisics Logging
Dipmeter Processing
Dual Dipmeter Log
Dual Dipmeter DUALDIP Processing
Dual Dipmeter Pad-to-Pad Processing
Cyberdip Log
CLOSTER Processing
OBoDIP-Processing
Directional Survey
Practure Identificaiton Log
Faciolog Computation
Geocolumn Display
Well Seismic Recording
Vertical Seismic Profiles

Auxiliary Services
C'-4_ Ray Log
caliper Log
Borebole Geometry Log
Temperature Log
Audio Log
Ultra-Long-Spaced Electrical Log
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Borehole Geophysical Logging Equipment

The range of borehole logging equipment seems very large and, as

a result, very complex. This, though, need not be the case.

There are relatively few general categories of borehole logging

equipment wi th which the hydrogeologist need become aware, each

of the tools will then fall into one of these general categories.

Even beyond these general categories, the hydrogeologist will

most often use relatively few tools. The remaining tools are for

specialized uses and may not be used but a few times within the

career of the hydrogeologist.

This Appendix is designed to give the reader a very general

understanding of the most commonly used borehole geophysical

tools. It is not designed to be exhaustive of the borehole

geophysical tools at the hydrogeologist's disposal from those

companies, or others, mentioned in Appendix D. The six tools to

be discussed here are those found on Figure 7 of the text.

Spontaneoul Potential

The Spontaneous Potential (SP) log is a record of the naturally

occurring potentials in the well bore as a function of depth.

This tool is used chiefly for geologic correlation,

determination of bed thickness, and separating nonporous from

porous rocks in shale-sandstone and shale-carbonate sequences.

The recording is a relative measurement of the DC voltage in the

borehole without a zero being recorded. It can be run only in

open (uncased) holes that are filled with a conducting fluid,

such as mud or water.
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Caliper

The caliper log is a continuous profile of the borehole wall.

This log Illustrates the variations in borehole diameter over the

length of the borehole. Calipers may be designed as one-, two-,

three- or four-armed models. Each of these models has speci fie

uses and the hydrogeologist should consult the borehole logging

firm prior to ordering the specific tool to assure the most

appropriate tool is provided.

r~!DID. RaJ

Natural-gamma logs are records of the amount of natural-gamma.

radiation that is emitted by all rocks. The chief use of

natural-gamma logs is for the identification of lithology and

stratigraphic correlation in open or cased, liquid- or air-filled

holes. The gamma ray log is most often used to identify the

shale content of sedimentary formations. Clean sandstones and

carbonates normally exhibit a low level of natural radioactivity,

while the clay minerals and fine particles in shales show higher

levels of radioactivity due to adsorption of the heavy

radioactive elements.

Neutron

The use of the neutron log requires the arrangement of a neutron

source and a detector wi thin a borehole probe. The resulting

output is generally a function of the hydrogen content of the

borehole environment. These logs are used primarily for the

measurement of moisture content above the water table and of
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total porosity below the water table. These logs, then, are used

for delineation of porous formations and determination of their

porosity. They respond primarily to the amount of hydrogen

present in the formation.

r.enma-r.enma (DeDsi ty) Log

Gamma-gamma logs are records of the intensity of gamma radiation

from a source in the probe after it is backscattered and

attenuated wi thin the borehole and surrounding rocks. Most of

the photons scattered in the formation are rescattered and lost,

but some are scattered back to the tool detector. Therefore, the

more electrons there are available to scatter gamma photons, the

less the number of photons that get back to the detector. The

density of electrons in a material is very nearly proportional to

the bulk or mass density of the materials, and thus, the counting

rate is a function of the mass density of the formation.

Resistivity

Electrical resistance is the ratio of the voltage drop, or

potential gradient, produced by a flow of current to that

current. In other words, it is the resistance to the flow of

electrical current through a medium. In geophysics it is the

resistance to the flow of current through the pore spaces in the

rock of a formation. Since the pore spaces are typically filled

with water solution, the resistance can be used to determine the

amount of pore space in a rock.
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